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and Mechanic Arts announced today ing to show that a May
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of
Washington, I). C., May 2S. The
prohibit flooding
by commit
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that the college would send two lec- been formed to
ject now being discussed by our V
Senate.
V
S.
Clarence
fields, etc., by waste waters from ir- X
disaster of April l.l, in which
tee meetings. The committee on finMet at 11 a. m. and consid- turers to each county teachers' insti- Darrow in the entangle
people which is, in my opinion, V
1,517 souls went down amid
attempt by Bert H.
rigation, was amended by adding a
of the greatest importance to
ereci routine business.
ance
listened
to
icebergs
tute at government expense to give in- Franklin to bribe
a large delegation
Lock-- j
X.
Off the hauls of Xewt'mimPnurl
peiifllty clause.
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the honor and good name of
struction in agricultural administra- wood, the defense inGeorge
ot commerce
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the trial of Dar-- i
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of
and Tully voting
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our state. Reports state that
committee made its report on
tion and methods
and
domestic row couay oegan a
House Bill Xo. 2:;0, the Archaeological Posed
vigorous cross exlegislation in the Senate todav
of
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investigation
sinking
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nouse Jill! .No. 146, by Trujillo, dis- Senator William Alden Smith, of
for a prize fight to be had near
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wife, living in the towns in which th- - L.ockwood Under Cross
Examination.
The ways and means committee
liiga n, submitted the report of the
tnbuting $18,000 among the various N
Senator William Alden Smith
institutes will be held, the opportunity
jis Vegas on the 4th of July,
Lockwood under the rigid cross ex
wrestled with the salary bill at the investigation by the Senate commerce
1912. Nearly every day we see
counties, had been redrafted so as to
of scientific instruction in that which amination said
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the
re- spoke
Titanic
and
that on the night the
same time in another committee room, committee, a feature of which
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and
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however, told
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House.
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nothing
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Representative Hiflin at V i'"" establishing' poor houses,
the
with these deals.
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Representative Focht,
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ue, unit me committee had carefully
not be able to prevent the
fence act, the convict labor good roads .' the ,,m,em S(,ssion of Congress.
Curry county, at Clovis, C. M. Light,
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Pennsylvania
V
Rogers evoked an indignant protest
examined into the mestion of consticountry from judging us ad- conductor, opens July 7th, closes Aug- from the district
ratifying the amendment tr tl,o inmost an ot the senators were in
industrial conditions.
V act.
attorney by referring
tutionality aud found no reason for
The e:ill,.i0
ust 3d.
federal constitution for the direct elec-- j their seats.
versely and through this judg- to the culmination of the bribery af- raising it. Burg said that the bill is
Dona Ana county, at Las Cruces, J fair as a
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tion
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District
"performance."
resolution extending the thanks of
opposed only by
H. Wagner, conductor, opens August
for the Kdmunds Act
every good cause and proper
and Lin Democrats Defeat
torney Fredericks asked that Rogers
Battleship Program.
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Congress and appropriating $1,000 for
interest in Xew Mexico.
19th, closes August 31st.
D. C,
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Rostron
following bills were introduced: of the
that do not wish to take
ney general has given it as his
Poore, conductor, opens August 5th, shouted, "that the whole affair was a
Carpathia, and also a vote of
advantage of broke in the House today when Rep-- I
House
Bill
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Miguel
closes August 31st.
opinion that there is now no Vit need not do so, bit the only way reaeuiiune ttoneris oi .Massachusetts
to cue uarpathias crew. The
'fs.ke' and a 'frame-upand I will
paea exempting blind men and wid- - j.u.ums
law on our statute books by
Grant county, at Silver City, W. B.
resolution was introduced by Senator
get an adequate assessment is to movfd lor iwo new battleships to cost
jto
prove it before I get through."
ft.
om
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their share of work on com Smith. It was
which this fight can be premake an accurate survey. Catron a;-- not more than ?i;,mio,i!i)n each. Tie
MeFarland, conductor, opens July 8th,
adopted immediatelv.
Jury Told to Hold Their Ears.
vented.
closes July 20th.
Senator Rayner of Maryland in a
tacked the bill because it is unconsti- - 1'eniocratic caucus voted down the bat- munity ditches.
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House
at
Bill
are
two
There
bills
Xo.
2fifi.
present
by Padilla. re- speech arraigned American naviea- tutional in his opinion. You can not tleship program, bul with much defec
Guadalupe county, at Santa Rosa, caution counsel to refrain from makbefore the Senate, one prohibto build cattle tion law and drew lessons
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quiring railroads
josepn s. Hoter, conductor, opens ing any statements tending to influ
from the
iting prize fighting, and the
guards.
to do directly
July 8th, closes August 3d.
accident.
ence the jury. There was a heated
Llewellyn defended
Compromise Tariff Plan.
other practically legalizing it,
Lincoln county, at Carrizozo, J. B,
House
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the
2(17, by Moreno, by
of the bill The
and
controversy between
A compromise
Rogers
Captain Smith is Blamed.
tariff plan designed
for legalizing is the word which V act constitutionality
Taylor, conductor, opens June 17th, Fredericks which ended with instrucwas passed
to 10, Blancnard, to eraduate reductions
iniueM., io reguiate tne brands on
Washington. May 2. Blame for the
of
duties
and
is
"kinds
used
who
by people
closes June 29th.
generally
of
certain
animals.
Titanic
tions to the jury by Judge Hutton to
Catron. Lobato, Padilla,
jBoulware,
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disaster is chaiwuht,,
aav A
read the bill with a proper undesignee, to avoid
Luna county, at Deming, J. B. Taycommunication from the chief 'V to the failure of the dead
Quintana, Sanchez, Toombs, Tully, American industry" wasimpairing
disregard any statements by counsel
offered today
Captain
derstanding of what such a conlor, conductor,
.
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opens August 19th umuc
a
Smith
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by Senator Xewlands as an amend- :;
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test as is ermitted therein, will
warnings of
closes August 31st.
House that the term of U. S. Senator icebergs aherd. lepeaiea
Los Angeles, Calif., May 28. The
House Joint Resolution Xo. 32 by ment to the House steel bill.
but responsibility for
be.
actually
McKinley county, at Gallup, R. W. contempt case of Detective R. J? Fos-te- r
A.
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j unnecessary
Fall
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March
loss of life must
expires
Trujillo, providing that no session be
Graduated Reduction.
be
It is not my purpose to interTwining, conductor,
opens August
held on Memorial Day, was adopted
snared rjy Captain Lord of the steam- was transferred this morning by
It proposes a ten per cent reduction
Bills on Third ?eadinq.
fere too much with legislation
19th, closes August 31st.
Hutton to the court of Presid- uanimously under suspension of the on January 1, from certain duties and
An effort to reeomm tit House Billi
through his disre- pending before your honorahle
Mora county, at Mora, Rufus Mead, Judge.
f
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and
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have
to
desire
body,
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regulate
conductor,
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court. After the Foster matter was
House Bill Xo. 154 by Cordova, an January 1, of each year for four; logging in Xew Mexico streams, fail- - j.nmug oi tne Senate Connnitte,.
embarrass you in the proper
June 29th.
which
act to prevent the sale of animals on
investigated the sinking of the;
u.rirain-- until iin- until reuiic- - vu. i ne imi requires tne construction
discharge of the important duOtero county, at Cloudcroft, Frank disposed of, the Darrow trial was resumed with George X. Lockwood
shares, without the consent of the tion of M0 per cent shall have been of breakwaters to protect headgates Titanic, as prepared in a ennjprehen-siv- e
ties that belong to the legislaCarroon. conductor, opens
August
tariff eotnniis- - of ditches and makes those who float lden speech delivered hv William Ative branch of our state govowner, making the offense a felony, made. A
again on the stand.
19th, closes August 31st.
Smith, of Michigan, Chairman of
was recommitted to the steering com- sion of five members appointed by the 'logs in streams, liable for any
Didn't
ernment.
seems
Intend
howto
to
It
Bribe.
me,
Keep
the Committee.
Quay county, at Tucumcari, Joseph
would determine to what, age caused thereby.
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Under
the
that
ever,
The
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a
direct
after
examination
heated
circumstances
tha
by
passed
argument.
S. Hofer, conductor,
opens August
Senator Smith declared that responnow demand that some action
House Bill Xo. 157 by Chaves, to ex- products the reductions should apply. "S to :!. Cordova, Tovato and Quin-No- t
district attorney the witness said
5th, closes August 17th.
an
Endorsement
sibility also rests upon the British
tana
be
of
no.
Protection,
taken
to
new
voting
the
immediately
empt
railroads and new indusRio Arriba county, at Velarde, Geo. that his idea in playing the part he
Senator Xewlands
end that the citizens of Xew N tries from taxation for six
today that
House Substitute for Foi.Pe Bill Xo noaru ot 'trade, "to whose laxity of
years was his purpose was not said
J. Martin, conductor, opens June 3d, did in the trapping of Franklin was
to endorse the;s. hv Miion
Mexico
regulation, and hastv inspection, the
o
understanl
what
may
:J5
to
to
a
Catron
passed
crime."
He
;j,
his
haQ
"prevent
great
closes June 29th.
explaining
World is Iarg,'ly indebted for
the legislative body represents
principle, but to recogniz,: incorporated
the awful
no intention of keeping the alleged.!
towns, cities and vilnegative vote that he favored examin- protection
Rio Arriba county, at Tierra Ama-rillthat protective duties had stimulated
in regard to the subject herein
'UtH!,"y'" ln ''''iiouncing Captain Lord,
t
construct
bribe
ilRes
railroads
street
new
ing
offered
permanent
he
but
money
said.
opening
him,
.
country
Geo. J. Martin, conductor, opens
a'"'-nianlne
mentioned.
the Senator said
not rich corporations building smel- imiusmes wnicn must suiter by any; improvements, was amended and then
Why Lockwood Dropped Money.
radical change.
July Sth, closes August 3d.
I, myself, realizing to the full
,,,le. JUanie'
were
signals
Blanchard
made
the
passed.
of
ters
and
Lockwood's
factories.
point
cross examination was
Roosevelt county, at Portales, Frank
Senator Xewtanns poinled out that:0rder that amendments
ly Se'n from th Ieck
extent the obligation of my
h
his
bv the
A parliamentary tangle arose over
passed
a
Carroon, conductor, date to be fixed. begun at 10:29 o'clock by Counsel
spI
had promised a revision House when nrevlnnoiv
oath and my responsibility to
sll,'t distance away.
.m
an attempt to have the House take of theparties
Sandoval county, at Bernalillo, Jos- Earl Rogers. Roger's first question
the people of Xew Mexico, do
'''ave to England the
tariff, and his purpose, he said,; had been withdrawn
in committee! tAn,eri,a
up House Bill Xo. 1GI1, by Sanchez to was to Provide a
U1..11
. - chastisement
redncti.-of thou,. e,..,.
eph S. Hofer, conductor, opens June was why Lockwood had dropped the
not hesitate to recommend that
..tit
graduated
:
"
j
.. cf..t
,
uei
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.
.
iHieu
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amendmat
Jiuiiciis
tne
ociai.itoi,
puuu tendered mm Dy (J. K. White on
i
tne Senator, and he quoted British
3d, closes June 29th.
twitn a brake so applied as to prevent mentg had been offerPd
such action be taken as will
himsp
hy
San Juan county, at Aztec, J. H.
to show that Captain Lord
'u'tinaiions anu consequent had been withdrawn before the House law
surely prevent this prize fight
might
(Continued on Page Four.)
be prosecuted for a
(Continued on Page Four.)
labor disturbances.
"Wagner,
conductor, opens June 3d,
and so far as possible forever
misdemeanor.
....... ,id,i h,
ipo
u
vumi.
Kiuii ui
xjiani nai
closes June 13th.
Other conclusions
any such contest being held on V
in
order was not well taken, that when
presented,
San Miguel county, at Las Vegas,
. L
brief, were as follows:
!
Xew Mexico soil.
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ill t,.,o
I.
c. uiu
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i
it. is tnet
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Leona Logue, conductor, opens August
Before the Titanic departed on her
I am, gentlemen,
V
privilege of the committee fo report
L
5th, closes August 31st.
Respectfully yours,
the bill in whatever form it pleases. maiden voyage there were no suffSanta Fe county, at Santa Fe, Mrs.
WM. C. McDOXALD,
Blanchard's effort to amend the hill icient tests of boilers, bulkheads,
Nora Brumback,
opens
conductor,
Governor of Xew Mexico.
was cut off by a motion for the- pre- equipment or signal devices.
June 3d, closes June 29th.
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BORDER vious question. The bill passed 38 to to utiicers and crew were strangers
Sierra county, waived.
each' other and not familiar with
2, Blanchard and Catron voting no.
Socorro county, at Socorro, E. C.
the
Senate.
Bill Xo. 77, by Manzanares, flrill ship's implements or tools,, and no
House
nf i't..ti'.n J""
iloOK ma;e and
Oalbraith, conductor, opens June 3d,
The following bills were intro- .
.
th
Offers! No Apparent Need of Ad- - annronriatine SSfl iinn for
Illinois Delegates Instructed duced:
Attorney General
closes June 29th.
'
.treams, was explained hy Mullens. He "Vhe
Taos county, at Taos, Mrs. George
"
State Assistance to City's
For Roosevelt to Visit
Senate Bili Xo. 178, by Pankey to
ditional Guards, but
said that the funds are derived from '
T"(an,C was 21 1"2
,
Dixon, conductor,
opens July 8th,
a'- amend the garnishment act.
the
federal
The
bill
government.
Authorities
,uZ h officers
closes August 3d.
Oyster Bay
Regiment Is Sent
Ti- the
Senate Bill No. 179, by Clark, the
U
passed
h,ul bten advi8pd ot the
Torrance county, at Mountalnair, T.
tB.n!;
presence
i.m
general appropriation act.
0...,
AV. Conway, conductor, opens July 22d,
'w HitioMija uanit,
amend certain sections of chapter 98. Amerika and Californian.
Senate Bill Xo. 180, by Navarro,
EXCLUDED
DAKOTA
EPISTLE TO SOUTH
ISi
closes August 3d.
of
laws
the
of
to
1907, relating
providing a method to determine the
weights
Union county, at Clayton, W. F. OsPassengers were not advised
of
and measures, gives the county in- danger,
boundaries between counties.
although President Ismay of
borne, conductor,
opens July 8th,
of weights and measures
Men
) ihe White
30
spector
Senate
Due
Bill
No.
Trial
for
are
181,
From
20th.
Star Line, who was
by Navarro,
closes July
Former President Will Deliver
Advices From Torreon Deny
Kept
year salary, and $100 a year for trav- - the vessel's maiden vovao taking
the offense of libel and providValencia county, at Belen, Mary E.
Limits, Attorneys
Entering
Address at Gettysburg on
That
Fell
Into
Hands
City
otnee
me
Is
made; formed. Xo general alarm was given
ing punishment therefore.
Haskett, conductor, opens June 3d,
Assert.
of Rebels.
Memorial Day.
except that the first inspector nor any organized system of safetv
Senate Bill No. 1S2, by Bowman,
closes June 29th.
the
under
new
law, shall be apjKiinted undertaken.
an insurance meastu ?.
Elks for Pecos Forest.
Leased Wire to Xew Mexican)
by the county commissioners. The biill Of the 1,324
Senate Bill Xo. 18.1, by Clark, an (By
(By Ppecial Lenard Wire to Nw Mexican)
passengers and 899
Roaming the countryside near Trout By Special leased Wire to New Mexican)
was amended and then passed 46 to 0. members of
SanDiego, Calif., May 28. An atthe crew on board, there
Washington, D. C, May 28. Anoth- Chicago, 111., May 28. Illinois dele- act to abolish the insurance departSprings, twelve miles above Las VeK
HOUSe
Bill
03
on
Vn
was
of
tntivlnnol
the part
room in lifeboats for
Industrial Workgas, damagingrowing crops are four gates instructed for Roosevelt were in- ment and superintendent of insurance-Senat- tempt
.,K1me,i,, me second cavalry, now Chrisman, an act to conserve and res-- i Persons, and because of lackonly l,17ii
Bill No. 1S4, by Crampton, er of the World attorneys to obtain
of
full grown, two yearlings and prob- vited today to visit Oyster Bay next
from
me Philippines, is to "late the use and distribution of the ly discipline the boats took off
only
ably three calves, members of a herd Saturday. The object of the meeting providing a complete primary system from District Attorney II. S. Utley a be sent to Fort Bliss,
Texas, though waters of New Mexico, to expedite de-- "04 persons, 12 being rescued from
of elk that were imported from Colo- the Roosevelt leaders declared, was to tor the direct nomination of candi- complaint against Chief of Police J. it is declared that
of
eisions
no
en-from
the
!
the
warlike
water.
state
signifiappeals
rado last year by State Game Warden discuss plans for concerted action by dates for county and state offices. K. Wilson failed today and the lawcance
to the order. The regi-- g'neer either, to the board of water j Officers of the White
Star Line
Thomas P. Gable. So far the failure the central states delegates in ad- The bill is very carefully drawn ad if yers planned to take the matter to ment attaches
commissioners
is due at San Francisco June 15,
or to the district court, battled with the truth after receiv- to round up the animais has been uni- vancing the candidacy of Colonel passed will give the state a workable the superior court and possibly to Atwas
land was originally destined for Fort
amended and then passed 42 to 0. mg information from their Montreal
form. Now comes a cattleman and Roosevelt.
direct primary law.
torney General Webb.
.Meade, South Dakola, and Fort Snell-- !
The House took a recess until i office Monday morning following thu
At the Call of the Chief.
A large number of committee reveterinary surgeon, G. M. Jones, and
District Attorne) Refused to
accident.
At. Fort
ing, Minnesota.
Bliss the p. in.
Roosevelt supporters believe the ports were made and theills placed
proposes to rope the elk, crate theirf
Senator Smith condemned
Prosecute.
Second Cavairy will relieve the head- "antiand ship them to Santa Fe. A con- position of the former President on on the calendar for too''row.
Memorial Day Program.
quated
The
and
first
shipping laws and overripe adVQHarters,
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H.
Root
Fourth
the
the
election
of
has
been
Senator
tract
attorneys,
princisquadron
The Third House of the State of
Moore, and
proposed
signed by
Bills Finallyassed.
ministrative boards" and asked that all
Marcus W. Robbins, alleged that Chief i Cavalry which will join its regiment Xew Mexico will tomorrow
pals and the work will begin at once. as temporary chairman of the national
The following bilis were placed on
night ren- nations act
Wilson was one of three men who a Von Huacliuca, Arizona,
together ln shipping reGame Warden Gable accepted the cow- convention will be clearly defined at final
der
the
following program:
,,
passage:
forms.
"New laws," he said, "will
had
taken
S.
W.
man's offer because of the complaints the Saturday meeting. The invitation
sten-!
Buford
Rawlins,
their
Delayed bv Head Winds
B. L. Martinez nest
Senate Substitute for Senate Bill
Today in History
testify our affection for thn
from the farmers of Trout Springs. If came through Medill McCormiek.
Aboard Transport Buford, May 28. Xew Mexico in the Sisterhood
No. 48, for the publicat Ion of financial j 6 ap.cl" oul OI oan viego in an am-of! dead."
at
of
who
set
Elk
has
will
the
be
again
Ormsby McHarg,
charge
caught
statements of officials (ivas passed' 22 umuuiie .way io, ana ordered him not! (By wireless to Los Angeles.)
alates
J.
p.
Hubbell
Captain Rostron, of the rescue ship
to return. They eskud that
liberty on the Pecos national forest the Roosevelt contested delegates, de- to 0.
D. Trujillo Carpathia, was
complaint Hampered by head winds and seas, Education (Spanish)
praised by Senator
reserve where they at their present clared that his preparations were
talse
abducthe
Buford
cnarging
3S4
with
fo
American refu- Republicanism (from the Progressive Smith and he urged that
imprisonment,
Congress,
rate of increase will soon offer good practically complete for the contest Xo.Senate Substitute for Senate Bill tion or assault be issued.
District gees aboard, will not arrive at San
Victor Ulibarri recognize his valor.
standpoint)
29, providing
county high
committee hearings which aTe to besport to the hunter in season.
Albert Clancy
schools ln counties of niore than 5,000 Attorney Utley said he had declined Diego until Wednesday at noon or la- Modern Republics
At the outset. Senator Smith deChinese Pheasants for New Mexico. gin June 6. He asserted that regardWni. p. Lapoint fended the course of his committee
was passedll9 to 3, Clark, to issue the complaint on the ground ter. The seven cases of tyuhoid tak. Party Loyalty
State Game Warden Thomas P. Ga- less of the outcome, Colonel Roose- population, Romero
mat
Prize
which
Be
Why
Chief
Wilson 'en aboard the transport at Mazatlan
Beneficial in holding British subjects to secure
and
anything
Fighting Will
votrig no.
ble has purchased Chinese ring-necvelt would be the Republican nominee. Page
to the State of Xew Mexico
Action on the Good Roads bills of might have done was in connection are convalescent.
their testimony without delay, and
Pheas-antrie- s
Be
Nominee.
Wilt
from
Kendrlck
Roosevelt
the
Declares
pheasants
with his work as a peace officer.
E. Lulan briefly answered criticism of his lack
Holt was deferred until tomorrow.
Forty-onof the refugees will be
of Denver, Colorado, for orna"There will be about 260 contests,"
Prohibition
W. Llewellyn of nautical knowledge.
The Baca Bond bill as
win iry tor Mandamus.
landed at San Diego.
One hundred Referendum
mental as well as Insectivorous and said Mr. McHarg, "and we expect to was read In full and iignedengrossed,
m. Lujan
. s
,
Lieu
"Our course was simple and plain
Mnnro
on.? uuTOiuo
tk.
T71,Knn
u
by
nj,
.c
for
them
of
boiu
twenty-sevemis- The
Lucy wouia ;iiu siAiy, inciiiuing
greatest of all game birds known that win at least a majority
Future Spanish American
tenant Governor E. C de Baca.
to gather the facts relating to this
the
petition
can
court
he
for a writ sionaries of the Church of Nazerene
superior
Colonel Roosevelt, although
can be reared in
A. A. Romero, Jr. disaster while they were still vivid
Afternoon Session.
of mandamus, directing either the dts-- will leave the vessel
at
Pedro and Third House Prophecy, 1950
House Bill No. 104 by Carter, an
Teallties," he said.
"Questions of dl- on
4.)
on
Pegs
(Continued
(Continued
Page 8.)
W. F. Read
act giving mayors pi incorporated
(Continued on Page Five.)
on
(Continued
Page Five.)
The public is Invited to attend.
(Contlnue4 on Page Seven.)
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The Little Store
Again Reminds You of the Superior

HER FRIEND'S
GOOD

ADVICE

10

The Results Made This Newfcorg
Lady Glad She Followed

the

" Soltaire " floods.

Always the Leader

CERY

b

HEAD WAS SCALY

JE

JOB

Minister to One of the South
American Republics Seems

Probable

Newburg, Ala. "For more than a
year," writes Myrtle Cothrum, of this
place, "I suffered with terrible pains in
my back and head. I had a sallow
complexion, and my face was covered
with pimples. Our family doctor only
gave me temporary relief.
A friend of mine advised me to try
Cardui, so I began taking it, at once,
and with the best results, for I was
cured after taking two bottles.
My
mother and my aunt have also used
Cardui and were greatly benefited.
I shall always praise Cardui to sick
and suffering women."
Cardui is a purely vegetable, perfectly harmless, tonic remeay for women, and will benefit young and old.
Its ingredients are mild herbs, having a gentle, tonic effect, on the womanly constitution.
Cardui has helped a million women
back to health and strength.
Have you tried it? If not, please
do. It may be just what you need.

CURRY

FOR MITE

CHAIRMAN

ALLCARE

HAIR

OUT

And Baby's Face Broke Out in Red
Bumps.
Spread on Hands and
Arms. Got Worse All the Time.
Mother Says, "I Don't Think Anything Eise Would Have Cured
Him Except Cuticura."

i

e

'Senator

Catron Would Have
Pecos Forest a National
Game Preserve.

"TVhon my first baby was six months old

he broke out on his head with little bumps.
They would dry
up and leave a
srale. Then it
would break out

again and it

spread all over his
Washington, May 28, 1912.
head. All the hair
The Senate has decided to meet
came out and his
Southern Comer Plaza, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
head was scaly alt
daily at eleven o'clock to rush
over. Then h i s
WITH
ALL CASH PURCHASES. WE GIVE REGISTER TICKETS
face broke out all
through the appropriation and a few
in red bumps
over
other important bills so that Congress
and it kept spreadcan adjourn about June 15th, a few
it was
ing until
mi hid hsinHs itnrt
arms. I bought several boxes of ointment, gave
days before the national conventions
him blood medidni", and had two doctors to
meet.
treat him, but lie got worse all the time. He
had it about six months when a friend told
Chairman Penrose of the Senate Fime about Cuticura. I sent and got a bottle
nance committee
has reported adof Cuticura Resolvent, a cake of Cuticura
Boap and a box of Cuticura Ointment. In
House
Democratic
free three
versely the
days after using them he began to
trade wool bill. While the Democrats
improve. He began to take long naps and
to stop scratching his head. After taking
are
hard
bill
to
the
working
pass
two bottles of Itesolvent, two boxes of OintN. B.
Write to: Ladies' Advlsorv Dept., ChDM- ment and three cakes of Soap he was sound
nooea Medicine Co., Chattanooga, Tenn., for Special through the Senate, the Republicans
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
book. " Home TreatloeBl
InxtntctiuiiA, and
well, and never had any breaking out of
are prepared to work as hard or and
cnt in plain wrapper, oo request.
lot women,
any kind. His hair came out in little curls
harder to see that the bill does not all over his head. I don't think anything
ALFaLFa SEED. All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packages
else would have cured him except Cuticura.
The Repass before adjournment.
"I have bought Cuticura Ointment and
several times since to use lor cuts anil
can
TO A SISTER REPUBLIC.
publicans hope that they
prevent Roup
sores end have never known them to fail to
The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
the passage of the bill, with several cure what I put them on. Cuticura Soap is
best that I have ever used for toilet
senators all egged to the
Mexico, fair Mexico,
purposes."
(Signed) Mrs. F. E. Harmon,
of
or
crests
several
D. 2, Atoka, Tenn., Sept. 10, l'J!0.
hours
R.
in
take
F.
their
mountains
lift
speakdays
Thy
Cuticura
and Ointment sold throughSoap
ing.
snow
Phone Black
out the world. Send to Potter Drug & ('hem.
Phone Black
Above thy rich and storied land,
Corp., Dept. MB, Boston, for a liberal sample
Elfego Bflca, late Republican candi
of each,
with 3:'-- book on the skin.
With tropic seas on either hand;
date for Congress in New Mexico, on
Thy plains in golden sunshine glow, his way to New York on private busi- - a
game refuge to serve as a breeding
has stopped a few days to ob- Oh, Mexico, fair Mexico!
j ness,
from which adjacent parts of
ground
serve the sights of the national capi- the national
forests and the public
DftDTI
EMEMT Dawson Coal
Mexico, fair Mexico!
tal.
domain or other lands may be reEl Torp
Sawed Wood
With plenty thou dost overflow;
stocked with game.
Elfego Baca for Ambassador.
What wealth of forest and of mine.
Las Vegas to Get $103,000.
B.
of
motion
T.
Baca,
upon
Elfego
vine!
and
and
corn
fruit
What yield of
A. B. Fall introduced the
Senator
beto
was
admitted
Catron,
practice
Thine all that nature can bestow,
fore the United States supreme court following bill; which was read twice
Oh, Mexico, fair Mexico!
today. Madam Rumor is busy with and referred to the committee on pubthe subject of what induced Mr. Baca lic buildings and grounds, and has
Mexico, fair Mexico,
in Washington.
Can it be been reported favorably by Senator
Friend, neighbor, whitner dost thou ti stop
that he would sacrifice an extensive Sutherland, reducing the appropriago?
tion to $100,000, however:
legal practice in New Mexico to acAll Kinds of Building Materials.
Why shed the blood that is thy life
A bill to provide for the purchase
of
the
or
ambassador
cept
position
In faction's blind and cruel strife?
of
an extension to the Bite and the
westto
some country on the
minister
Fence
A nation is not builded so.
Doors, Red
erection of a federal building in Las
ern
A
Sabe!
Quien
hemisphere?
mexico!
Oh, Mexico, fair
Yard JJJ Hickox Street, Near Union Depot.
short time will tell. Senators Catron Vegas, New Mexico.
Be It enacted by the Senate and
Fall and Representatives Curry
.and
Mexico, fair Mexico,
Phone, Red 100
Phone, Red 100
Phone, Red 100
and Fergusson expect to leave Wash-- I House of Representatives of the UnitA wiser counsel may'st thou know!
ington by the time Congress adjourns ed States of America in Congress asBlest as thou art in sun and soil.
of the
Learn that wealth comes from patient or a little sooner. In fact Representa- sembled, that the Secretary
Jhtive Curry hopes to be in Chicago Treasury be, and he is hereby, auth- I
toirIIU uueuicu iu
eyeuu me
That strength and greatness cannot auout june bin, near tne time wnen sum of one
hundred and sixty-fivthe big fight for the contested seats
be
thousand
thousand dollars, fifteen
in the national convention starts.
Where dwell not peace and unity;
dollars to be toward the selection of
death
and
Chairman.
State
of
for
woe,
Turn from the path
Curry
ar extension to the site heretofore
Should Colonel Roosevelt win the
Oh, Mexico, fair Mexico!
f
V)
LI TitlinKina'tmi
authorized, and the constructran of a
Vow VrItr nomination at
Chicago Representa- federal
building in Las Vegas, New
Times.
tive Curry may make an effort to be
for the
of the
Mexico,
TO
the campaign manager in New Mexi- United States accommodation.
post office and other
co. Some of the Democratic congressoffices in the town of
men and papers defeated the dollar government
Las Vegas, county of San Miguel,
a day pension bill by saying it would New
AROUND THE STATE
Mexico, the total cost of such exadd fifty million or more to the pentension of site and construction not to
C A VP IMfiNEV and 'nconvenience by Purchasing Wells
sion bill and passed a poor substitute
exceed the said sum of one hundred
Fargo Domestic Money Orders, Travelbill, and now only add fifteen million and sixty-fivDestroyed by Kangaroo Rats.
thousand dollars.
er's Checks and Foreign Money Orders.
Three acres of melon plants were to the bill of last year. The soldier
No1,ave
ni"
at
the
say
coming
destroyed bv Kangaroo rats' on the
STEERS BRING RECORD
and All Foreign
II C
ANA1U MFYIffl
Payable
ranch of J. B. McPherson,
Sierra vember election and some who opPRICE IN KANSAS CITY.
v
Countries
ThrnuFhnut
posed the bill will be wall flowers aftcounty.
er the ides of November.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Pleaded Guilty.
Kansas City, Mo., May 2S. A car
BY
REMITTANCES SENT
TELEGRAPH
Senator Catron has introduced the load of Hereford steers, averaging
Severiano Dominguez pleaded guilfollowing bill; which was read twice 1,368 pounds, sold today on the local
ty at Las Vegas to stealing a horse. and
referred to the committee on for- market for $9.30. This is the highest
Louis Swindler was found guilty of
est
and the protection of price paid in Kansas City for cattle at
reservations
an innkeeper.
Charles
defrauding
this season of the year and the record
Henderson was sentenced to four game:
A bill to establish the Pecos Na- price except for show or Christmas
months in jail for larceny from a
tional Game Refuge in the state of cattle. A shortage of fed cattle is givdwelling house.
New Mexico, and for other purposes. en as the cause of the high quotations.
Exnlo.ions.
" enacted Dy tne senate and Cupid's Leap Year Pranks at the
House of Representatives of the Unli
ve iliiam and Richard
on
Oakley
ed States of America in Congress as- - Kiks' tonight. See them.
Successor to
.
their ranch on the Lobo in Taos
,

WHOLESALE

AND

RETAIL

Flour Hay. Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

IF YOU WILL "TACKLE" 0 UR FISHING TACKLE YOU'LL LAND
ANY FISH THAT TACKLES YOUR BAIT. OUR LINES ARE NEW
AND FRESH AND STRONG; OUR REELS ARE NOT RUSTY
WHENEVER THE THOUGHT OF HARDWARE ENTERS YOUR
MIND, ALSO LET IN THE THOUGHT THAT OUR STORE IS THE
PLACE TO BUY RELIABLE HARDWARE.

i

i tongue-distanc-

LEO HERSCH

Phone

45

Lumber and Coal Yard

Posts

and White Cedar

Ulu

e

Wells Fargo & Co. Express

1

General Express Forwarders

r

Delivered to your house.

Also

First-Clas-

Phone Main

RIGS.

Hacks, Busses and Baggage Wapns

s

139

LIVERY

S

J. R. CREATH,

310

San Fradsco St.

SANTA FE, N. M.

WOODY'S HACK LINE
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT

La Salle Restaurant
CHAS. GANN, Prop.
Telephone II.
Two Doors Below F. Andrews Store.
Kegular Meals 25 cents.
Rooms for Pent 25c and 50c.
Short Orders at All Hours.

From

BARRANCA TO TAOSJ
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.

Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
the north bound train and arrlvea at
"Tao
at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than any other
hacks and good
way. Good covere
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
teams. Fare 95.00 round trip. Teams
'French Noodle Order ?()c a dUn,
furnished commerc al men to take In
Kew York Chop Suey 50c. the
surrounding ons. Wire SlnbuOc
Station

To

...
IT"

'

lr

,

,

n I States within
part of
STENZEL ECZEMA LIPOID
;the Pecos National Forest, described
as follows:
southat
the
Beginning
A clear white liquid for cleansing
west corner of township
seventeen
and healing skin and scalp
north, range eleven east, New Mexico purifying
diseases.
east
meridian:
thence
principal
along
Stops itching or burning instantly;
the fourth standard parallel north to
cures eczema permanent.
ACTIVE BIDDING FOR NEW
the southeast corner of township sevA few days after using the Liquid
WOOL CLIP REPORTED. enteen north, range thirteen east;
the disease begins to disappear.
thence north along the surveyed and
Price $1. Sold in Santa Fe by Flsch.
Domestic Market Shows More Interest unsurveyed range, line between ranges
er Drug Co. and Zook's Pharmacy.
in All Grades of Western
thirteen and fourteen east, lo Its
Fleece.
with the north boundary
of the Pecos National Forest; thence
(By Special Leased Wire to Wew Mexican) west along said boundary to the
point NEW STATE BAGGAGE AND
Boston, Mass., May 28. More activ of
with the surveyed and
ity in the domestic wool market with unsurveyed range Iine between
EXPRESS LINE.
ranges
some large transfers of old territory ton anli
,,
,v
ovo
,t,
stock and continued bidding for the
aiong said range line to point of be- Phone Red 161.
new clip.
be set aside for the protec- Leave Orders at Butt Bros. Drug Store
Prices held fairly steady, both for ginning,
tion of game animals and birds,
old and new wool. Reports from the
as a breeding place therefor,
west as well as from the fleece wool
and known as the Pecos National
sections indicate firm prices for all Game
Refuge, in charge ot the Secre
grades. Old territory wool averaged
21
JULIUS
for fine staple, while old wash- tary of Agriculture.
Sec. 2. That all hunting, tripping,
ed De Laine brings 30c. Quotations
for new wool vary considerably. Mon- killing, or capture of game or other
tana wool sold from 19 to 21c while animals, birds, or fish upon the Iwids
in Ohio the best new clips are bring- or within the waters of the Vnitvd
Very little old wool States within the limits of said areas,
ing 25 to 25
shall be unlawful, except under suchN
is left in eastern bins.
ty were badly burned while expert
menting with a bottle of black pow- der. At Lordsburg, a workingman was
,.ohi
11C
IDLCU
ll,Lll
in an empty whiskey
barrel, the
fumes catching fire.

w

11

11

,t

!,,..

inter-sectio- n

;

i

HER

regulations

TIE

.... $1.50 and $2.00 Per Day

ALBANY HOTEL

Deafness Cannot be Cured
by local applications, as they cannot
reach the diseased portion of the ear.
There is only one way to cure deafness, and that is by constitutional remedies. Deafness Is caused by an inflamed condition of the mucous lining of the Eustachian Tube. When
this tube is inflamed you have a rumbling sound or imf feet hearing, and
when it is entire?, '.closed, Deafness
is the result, and , lless the inflama-t'ocan be taken iut end this tube
restored to Its norm & condition, hearing will be destroyi 3 forever; nine
cases out of ten
by Catarrh, nnich Is nothi g but an inflamed condition of the'Jmucous surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars
for any case of Deafness (caused by
catarrh) that cannot bfe cured by
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for cir
culars, free.
F. J. CHENEY, & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
Sold by all druggists. 75c.
n

This is something new for a Denver Hotel.
Larger rooms with bath, $2.50 and $3.00 per
day. Try one of these moderate priced rooms
with bath, and you will be pleased. New Fire
Proof Annex, every room with bath.

To Be Completed July

1st, 1912.

:

Leave orders

at

c"Kr

LIFE, ACCIDENT, HEALTH, FIRE INSURANCE,
AND FIDELITY BONDS. Writes all the Modern
Policies at Lowest Rates.

REAL ESTATE
For Sale, Improved and Unimproved City Property and
chards. Ranches With and Without Improvements.
For Full Information Call,

Or-

Or. Phone No. reed 76

Rubber Stamps.
WHEN VOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE
SAME THING FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF
YOUR BUSINESS, REJHMBER A RUBBER STAMP
WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT DEAL OF TIME.
BUSY
PEOPLE ARE USINO RUBBER STAMPS MORE NOW
THAN EVER BEFORE BECAUSE THEY SAVE TIME,
AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS.

PRICE LIST.
inches foug
Stamp, not over 2
iSc
Each additional line en stamp
19c
e
and not over 3
inches long . . 20c
5tanp, over 2
Each additional line on stamp
Sc
e
and not over 5 inches long.. .. 25c
stamp, over 3
Each additional line on same stamp
20c
e
Stamp, over 5 inches long per inch
Ife
Each additional line, same price. (Curved lines
on Stamp count as two lines).
Borders of all shapes, under 3 inches long
25c extra
Larger sizes at proportionate prices. Where type ased is
lf
over
Inch in size, we charge for one Hue for each
lf
inch or fraction.

One-li- ne

-2

One-lin-

1- -2

One-lin-

are-cau- sed

Take Hall's

Pills tor

as may be prescribed

by
and

the Secretary of Agriculture;
whoever shall violate any of the provisions of this Act shall be deemed
and upon
guilty of a misderosanor,
conviction in any United States court

shall be
Jurisdiction,
fined not more than five hundred dollars or be imprisoned for a period not
exceeding six months or each offense, or shall suffer both fine and imprisonment, at the discretion of the
court:
Provided, that the Secretary
of Agriculture may, when necessary,
authorize the capture therein of any
nannnals, birds, or fish for propamay authorize
gation or exhibition,
fishing with hook and line, may perfor
mit the collection of specimens
scientific p""r")ses, and may exempt
from proi ;i n and destroy such
ay deem injurious.
species as
Sec. 3 ,;
it is the purpose of
otect game, mammals
this Act t
and birds, ,:,).: not to interfere with
the operati.,, ct local game laws as
affecting p: i.ute or tate lands, to
telntroduction of elk
encourage
and other t 'g game, and to establish

of competent

--

':

VvUl

reasonable prices and
will guarantee his work.
Orders takeiifor Ladies'

and Gents' Custom

Made Suits, Overcoats,
Skirts or .Riding Suits.
Thirty years' of experience in
tailoring in sme of the largest
cities in Euroje and America.
I

101

-

Washington Avenue.
Phone

W

223.

Qoods Called fsr and Delivered.

-2

One-lin-

one-ha-

one-ha-

DATES, ETC.
Local Dater

inch
any town and date, for
9c
Ledger Dater month, day and year in
inch
, 50c
Regular Line Dater month, day and year,
Inch.... 35c
Regular Line Dater month, day aad year,
inch.... 25c
Defiance Model Band Dater
Facsimile Signature Rubber Stamp attd Weed Cut
1.50
Pearl Check Protector
1- -2

1- -3

1- -4

1- -S

1

2
4

3--

3--

1-

4
-4

x4
x 9,

4,

15
35

cts;
cts ;

jq

STAMP PADS.

SELF-INKIN- G

2x3
3

3--

4,

25 cts

:

2

-2.

IX

etc

cts ; 4
y7
75 cts ;
85 cts. All colors. Stamp Pad Ink, 25 cts
per bottle.
FOR TYPE SPFCIMENS ADDRESS,
-4,

1- -8

x 6, 60

1-

-2

2,

NEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO.
SANTA FE, Ni:V Mi XICO.

clean, press, repair

or alter Ladies and
Gents'N Garments at

1-

1- -2

-section

The Tailor

Rooms With Bath,

Patronize home industry.

FRANK M. JONES,

Santa Fe, N. M.

THE STAR BARN
FIRST-CLAS-

:

THE SANTA FE MINERAL WATER CO.

fvnim,ni iw"vw

LIVERY CO.,

YOU CAN GET THE

KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.

e

MORGAN

WHEN

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water
All Kinds of Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger Ale

J

jAtC IHlnLl

W. C. LONG, Agt.,

:

? T1

r

Parts of the World.

Phone 14

Why Import Mineral Water ?

i

All

It

post-fre- e,

R. J. CRiCHTON

Screen

If Iti Hardware We Have

14.

e

km f

1

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

'

Iola

MAY 28, 1912.

TUESDAY,

ELFEGD BACA

Suggestion.

Quality and Large Variety of

M.

FOR SALE A lot of second hand
belting, hangers, pulleys, ana shafting; one 12 horso power and one i'u
horse power Leffel Engine, :irst cla.F
condition; one 40 horse power locomotive type boiler capable of carrying
75 pounds of steam, pass .J upon
by
Boiler Inspector; radiators, steam
piping and valves; a f,0 gallon gasoline tank, with other sundry Items.
Any of these items will be sold cheap
If taken at once. If inter.iste.l
the New Merle
Printing Company, Santa Fe. Xe Mexico
Commencement
Tb'.
Programs
New Mexican Printing Company have
received the new samples of embossed
and engraved commencement program
covers. The line Is beautifully gotten
up with the latest patterns and designs. Samples will be mailed upon
request to any one interested. Make

early..

J. F. RHOADS
UPHOLSTERING

and repair! rig of your
FURNITURE

It costs but little to renew your
Furniture. See RHOADS and
let him show you what he can do.

104 Galisteo Street
Telephone

157 W.

::

SANTA

FE.N. M,

If you use embossed stationery, you
can do no better than placing your order with the New Mexican Printing
prices will be quoted upon request
Our styles and foots are strictly up
to date.

MAY 28, 1912.

TUESDAY,

THE SA3JTA FE SEW MEXICAN, SAXTA FE,

I

S5 mine.
On investigation it wasf
found that there had been a change
iN
A
of shift bossts through the mine, and!
Americans only employed in that position, and that a number of men who
had been employed in the mine, knowing that they were not capable of doing a full day's work, concluded to
(;uit, before the new bosses had a
chance to fire them. The company is Speaker R. L. Baca Succeeds
working full handed. Western Libin Putting His Measure
eral.

Taos County.
Work on two Red River properties,
which are reported to have considerable ore already blocked out, is to be
resumed next month. The Memphis is
to start soon after the first, arid the
Black Copper,
of
producer
high grade mineral, will be unwatered
by means of a tunnel driven to tap
the shaft between the second and
third levels. G. K. Spencer and P. W.
Shubert, of Seattle, Wash., have an
option on the property.
They intend
to install a compressor and air drills
to facilitate development. Cimarron
News.
The Hamm Mining and Milling
Company which is oierating at South
Fork on the Rio Hondo, has lately
increased their capital stock from
? 100,000 to $000,000.
Grant County.
The reported combination between
the Chemung and Savanna copper companies has been dropped and the Chemung will play a lone hand and be absolutely independent. The company, it
is said, has made a long lease for
ground and within 20 days will begin
the erection of a big concentrator to
treat the ore from the Chemung mine.
In this connection the scheme, broached some time back to move the smelter from Silver City to the Burro mountains, has fallen through and it will
remain where it is. There is some
talk that the Savanna company may
begin work on the claims it holds in
the Burros and it may be that an auto
truck line will be operated from the
mines to Whitewater, but nothing def
one-tim-
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properties that, strengthen thp stomach, liver and bowels, is Dr. Caldwell'.
Syrup Pepsin, which thousands of

el.l-erl- y

people use, to the exclusion of
all other remedies. Trustworthy people like Mr. S. V. Hoffman. Askia, X.
M., and W. 1). Jordan, 706 7th St.,
Glenwood Springs, Colo., say they take
it at regular intervals and in that
way not only maintain general good
health, but that they have not in years
felt as good as they do now. You will
do well to always have a bottle of it
in the house. It is good for all the
family.
Anyone wishing to make a trial of
this remedy before buying it in the
regular way of a druggist at fifty cents
or one dollar a large bottle (family
size) can have a sample bottle sent
to the home free of charge by simply
addressing Dr. W. B. Caldwell, 403
Washington St., Monticello, 111. Your
name and address on a postal card
will do.
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The Perfect Laxative
For Elderly People
Age has its attractions no less than
youth in a more serene and quieter
life. But it is this very life of rest
without sufficient exercise that brings
with it those disorders that arise from
inactivity. Chief of these are a chron-- j
ic; persistent constipation.
Most elderly people are troubled in
this way, with accompanying symptoms of belching, drowsiness after eating, headaches and general lassitude.
Frequently there is difficulty of di
gesting even light food. Much mental
trouble ensues, as it is hard to find a
suitable remedy. First of all the advice may be given that elderly people should not use salts, cathartic
pills Or powders, waters or any of the
more violent purgatives. What they
need, women as well as men, is a mild
laxative tonic, one that is pleasant to
take and yet acts without griping.
The remedy that fills all these requirements, and has in addition tonic
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inite can be stated about this nor is
it certain that the Savanna company
will begin mining in the Burros.
Should the Chemung get to work, and
that seems certain, that company may
use motor trucks to transport concentrates to Whitewater. Much of the
machinery for the George Utter zinc
concentrator has been received from
El Paso, where it was purchased, but
that bought in Denver is still on tv
way, shipped from there on the 17ih.
Mr. Utter says it will take about 10
days to get it in place after it reaches
the mine and when in commission will
have a capacity of 100 tons of concentrates per week.
There were thirty-eigh- t
cars of ore

PUBLIC MEETING OF
HISTORICAL SOCIETY TONIGHT.
Lecture on Franciscan Martyrs By
E. Twitchell
Address Also by
B. M. Read.

as a historian on subjects relating to
shipped from Lordsburg last week.
the Southwest in general and Xew
The
Eighty-Fivhas
Company
Mexico in particular. His lecture will
bought the Superior mine, which addeal largely with the discrepancies of
its
joins
properties on the southwest,
the consideration being $100,000. Th eminent, historians when writing on
American subjects. Mr. Read will disSuperior is the oldest producing propplay many original documents of rare
erty near Lordsburg, and until the Si") value
to prove his assertions.
passed it, it was the largest producer.
It was patented in 1S7S. and has been
Henry Ferris, Hadar, Nebr.. Is the
owned and worked by several different companies since then. Every on? father of ten children and for the!
who has worked it has made money past 30 years has used Foley's Honey
out of it, but generally the people 'and Tar Compound with the best of
who have worked it have had enough results. He tells us: "I think Foley's
other properties to sink their gains. Koney and ar Compound is the best
It was owned by D. w. Reckhart and cough medicine in the world for I
other El Paso men, and W. P. Black have used it for the past 20 years and
negotiated the sale, which took place can recommend it to anyone needing
the latter part of last week, and the a cough medicine." For sale by all
Superior is now in the possession of druggists.
the 85 company. It was reported the
first of the week that there was a
New Mexican TA'&at ads always
Urike among the miners employed in brings resists
i

i

Booths,

Horse Races,

Paddle Wheels,
Keno Games.

Menagerie,
Etc., Etc.

I

k's Carniva
and Fair

CARRIES
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The Historical Society met in public
session last evening at the capitol. The
meeting was called to order by Presi-- :
dent 1,. Bradford Prince who gave a
short introduction and exhibited the
latest additions to the museum of the
society in the way of relics,
rare
books and documents.
R. V. D. Bryan, president of the
board of Tegents of the University of
New Mexico, delivered a scholarly ad-- :
dress with a subject taken from the
scriptures "Remove not the landmarks
which thy fathers have sat up." The
application was made, of course, to
the landmarks and relics of antiquity
in Xew Mexico.
Antonio Lucero, secretary of state,
then read a paper in the Spanish language covering the subject of Xew
Mexico history in a general way. Mr.
I.ucero's scholarly paper was appreciated by all.
Mrs. M. C. Stevenson, a well known
ethnologist of the American Bureau
of Ethnology, presented the subject of
the Zuni Indians in a new and interesting way. She spoke of the esoteric
life of the Indians among which she
has lived for a number of years and
the significance of their religious customs,
The Historical Society w ill hold another public, meeting tonight. R. E.
Twitchell, the eminent historian, will
deliver a lecture on the Franciscan
martyrs for the first time, which will
be illustrated profusely by lantern
slides. He will be followed by B. M.
Read who has won international fame
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Pain Pill,

s

510,000

There are
measures on
the House calendar today, ind only
six of these come from ;h Senate or
have been in the Senate and were
sent over as Senate substitutes for
House bills. It will take all week to
clean up this sundry accumulation of
bills but then the tables will be ciear
for the final week of legislation, giving six days on which to battle ov?r
(he really important business of the
Httslon.
The Artesian B'tl Sidetracked.
Yesterday afternoon, after a long
of the
wrangle in the committee
whole over the Hinkle-Rogerarte-- !
sian well bills, in which Rogers felt
that his measure was getting the
worst of it, the House again sidetrack- cd the measures and referred them
to a special committee.
The Speaker appointed
as such
special committee:
Labadie, Rogers,!
Catron, Llewellyn, Toombs. Llewellyn
asked to substitute .Mullens for him self but Mullens refused, saying he
put in 40 days at the last legislative
session passing the present artesian
well law and that law is satisfactory
except to a few soreheads and disToombs and Catgruntled factions.
ron a?so asked to be excused, the latter saying he did not know an artesian well from a fire plug, but Sneaker Baca insisted that the committee
serve as he had named it.
forty-seve-
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City of Santa Fe Has Given 160
Acres For Site of
School.
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Passes Unanimously

I
JOINT RESOLUTION

Pills

Anti-Pai- n

will help you, as they

?

have helped others.
Good for all kinds of

-
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THIS IS AN ACT making
it a misdemeanor to wear
a suit of clothes that has
not been made at the
Capital Tailors.

pain.
Used to relieve Neuralgia, Headache, Nervousness, KhcumatiMii,
Sciatica, Kidney Pains, Lumbago,
Locomotor Ataxia,
liackache,
Stomachache.
Carsickness, Irritability and tor pain in any part
of the body.
"I have always lieon subject to
neuralgia and luive suffered from
it for years. While visiting my son
and sufYeihip from one of the old
attacks, he brought nn- a box of
Pr. Miles'
"ills.
I uw.l
them as directed and after
them it was the first lime In taking
years
tin- netiralgu ceased from the use of
Anti-Pai-

s

k
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The strongest argu
ment in favor was
that they know how
to make a suit of
clothes, and make,
every inch of it right
in the city, leave
their money here,
and therefore should
be patronized.

medicine." MltS. E. C. HOWARD,
41)3
Greene St., Dowaiftec. Mich.
At all druggists. 25 doses 25c.
MILES MEDICAL CO., Elkhart. Ind.

Saturday evening at 11:30 o'clock and
ending at. 5 a. m. Monday, wns passed
0 after Llewellyn had explained
!
that at Las
men
uces, drunken
would often be seen going home Sun
day morning when women and children go to early mass, and Moreno
said that often the saloons at Mesilla
two miles from Las Cruces would telephone to the sheriff of Las Cruces
Sunday morning to send a wagon
to take home the drunken men. Lucero
said, in explaining his vote, that the
Speaker Signs Bond Bill.
saloons all over the State, especially
Speaker Baca signed the Baca Bond in the cities, break the Sunday law,
Kill with a gold pen furnished by S. and that this stricter law would be
Spitz. The pen will be given the His- broken too, but nevertheless he voted
torical Society as a memento of quar- aye.
ter of a century's fight on part of the
Itinerant Vendors' Act.
to lift a burden that has
House Bill No. 214, by Sanchez, an
retarded progress and hanivered pros- act
itinerant vendors to
It is rather a unbine record WAV compelling
perity.
lw'tfmsp in pach fnnntir in
that so Important, a bill should haveitht.y
oper;ltei was xif,(mtmy attacke.d
been passed by 6: out of G(i votes cast
who gaid the effr,.t of the
by
in both Houses, and supported by all law
would be to shut out all vendor?
parties and factions.
as the license of $2."0 a year, to be
Petitions.
paid in each county, is excessive, and
of
were
Petitions
presented in favor
wouId d?irive the common people of
the pending garnishment bill; against the use of many meritorious and modfor adequate
county ern articles. He denounced
it as
salaries and for local option.
class legislation to protect the Singer
Committee Reports.
sewing machine trust and the UnderIn response of a request of Speaker wood or some other
typewriter trust
Baca last Friday, all the committees who want to block everyone else
reported bills in their charge. There from doing business in New Mexico.
were reports on OS bills, resolutions The bill was defeated 16 to 24. Toombs
and memorials.
House Bill Xo. 13X,
explaining his vote, said that the
the full crews bill, reported favorably proposed act would probably be deby the Committee on Railroads, was clared unconstitutional.
made special order for Thursday afBy unanimous consent, Vargas internoon at two o'clock.
troduced House Bill No. 264, to proNew Bills.
of damages on
vide for the
The following new bills were intro- leased lands. payment
duced:
A motion to adjourn to Hi a. m., carHouse Bill No. 2.77, by Young, proried 20 to IS, over the protest of
New
for
the
of
viding
participation
that the business of the
Mexico in the celebration of the i0th Llewellyn
of New Mexico is of more imSlate
anniversary of the Battle of Gettys- portance than a session of the Hisburg.
torical Society.
House Bill No. 257, by Padilla and
a
for
wagon
Baca, apropriating $15,000
J. E. McKeen, 1301 Cleveland St.,
bridge across the Rio Grande at Belen.
This was made the special order for Wichita, Kansas, reports: "I suffered
from kidney trouble, had severe pains
Friday afternoon at 2 o'clock.
House Bill; No. 2T:i, by Chiisman, to across my back, and was all played
amend Section 1, chapter (!9, Laws of out. I began taking Foley Kidney
Pills and soon there was a decided
1909.'
Finally the pain left
House Bill Xo. 200. by Speaker Baca, improvement.
to amend Section 20, Chapter 97, Laws entirely and I am iully cured of all
For sale by all
my kidney trouble."
of 1907.
House Bill Xo. 261, by Speaker Baca, druggists.
The
bill.
a new state corporation
new bill provides for an appropriation BEARISH INFLUENCE FELT
IN GRAIN AND PROVISIONS.
of $1 2,849 without
the corporation

d
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prize-fightin-

Liberal World's Shipments and FavorHouse Bill No. 202, by Speaker Baca,
able Foreign Crop Reports
to amend Section 2, Chapter 103, Laws
the Cause Assigned.
of 1909.
House Bill No. 2fi3, by Mansanares,
By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
to amend Section 2, Chapter 119, Iiws
2S.
Liberal
May
Chicago, III.,
19(9, providing for the distribution world's shipments and generally i'a- of the forest reserve income among Vorab!e foreign crop conditions had
the several counties.
a depressing effect on the price of
Llewellyn introduced House Joint wheat. Absence of rain in western
Govto
in
No.
Resolution
29,
response
Kansas and Nebraska led to a sharp
ernor McDonald's message to ratify
but the effect did not last. The
the amendment to the federal consti- rally,
was the same as last night
tution providing for the direct elec- opening
to half a cenl down. July started at
of
senators.
tion
110
to 110
unchanged to
Hilton Sign Post BIN.
rose
then
and
lower,
On motion of Hilton and by unaniconcurred broke to 110
mous consent, the House
Corn.
in the Senate amendments to House
good
Although
buying on the part
to
an
act
proNo.
Bill
90, by Hilton,
of commission houses made corn revide for the placing of sign posts on
cover from initial weakness, the marpublic roads.
ket gave way to the bearish influence
Pan American Institute Bill.
With Speaker Baca leading on the of wheat. July opened at last night's
adoff at 75 to 73
floor and Chaves in the chair, House level to
to 75
and afterward
Bill No. 46, creating the Pan American vanced
Institute at Santa Fe and appropriat- dropped to 74
the
Oats.
ing $10,000 therefore, passed
Oats followed the course of other
House 42 to 1, after slight amend
to
ment, and after Baca had made a com grain. July started
touched
to 50
prehensive and splendid address out ji - 2 lower at 50
lining the need and scope ot the In 150 1.4 ig
swung upward to 51 and
stitute which is to ceil ent the ties of later sagged to 50
Provislons.
friends'm'rp 'u,itween the United States
and the l nanisb'Atfi?3'.m republics.
The fact that buying wB3 only of
and to train nien and women for ttf a scattered kind eased off the provi- diplomatic and v0mmercial service on Bon n.MkeL- .. ;n increased run of
the western Lonrnent. The City ot hoKS west exc id a similar influence
Santa Fe has given trt acres for theiinitial sa-r j jged from 5c lower to
Institute through the eftW.s of Speak- - !R sha(Ie adva ce w,th Septemi)er op.
er Baca, rne noara 01 trustee snan
for pork; 10.75 for lard,
18.37
of 'Kpw jtions
consist of the
and 10.32 K lor ribs.
Mexico, L. Bradford Prince, Williattj
T Thornton, Miguel A. Otero, Herbert
.1. Hagcrman,
George Curry and William J. Mills and a seventh member
t the wonderful
to be appointed by the Governor.
iftjllln
jjffiii MARVEL Whirling Spray
Another Hilton Bill Passes.
House Bill No. 179, by Hilton, to exDcst ciost convenient. It
tend the time to procure deeds from
POggl- j- cleanses instantly.
M
the City of Socorro, was passed Ailc your druggist for t.
If he cannot sup '
without debate.
MARVEL, accept L,oother7r
but send stamp for Illustrated
fK g
Defining Sunday Hours.
m
sealed. It elves full partlco- - O
House Bill No. 232, by Moreno and book
lars and directions valuable to ladlesTvafiitfgM
Llewellyn, defining Sunday to begin
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Getting right down to

HOME of
CLAIMS to

Good

FACTS'

this

AIMS

and

Shoes

give its

patrons better Shoe
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Armory, May 29, 30,

June

31

and

I, I912.

Dancing

Free!

Every Evening

m

1

Every Woman

Values and better all

ar(nd

SHOE SATISFACTION

than can be obtained elsewhere.

May we make

good this statement?

THE PROOF
Take our Men's Shoes, high or low cut, at $3.00,
$3.50, $4.00 and $5.00, note the quality of
the leather, the perfect shoemaking, the
exclusive styles.

Consider any value we offer in Footwear, and
you'll find that you'll have trouble to dupli- - a
cate it elsewhere.
THESE

ARE

and we ask

ACTUAL

"FACTS,"

that you kindly consider them !

aoo-.i-

,fL
1

lheWlJjfe5

Qual

zfohn 9Hueger

Price

See
Our
WindoH
Display
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THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION

f

IN NEW MEXICO.
Loansmoney on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security .''i- Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and; makes telegraphic
transfers of money to all parts of the civilized world on as
liberal terms as are given by any
agency, public or private. ' Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank executes
all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and will extend
to them as liberal treatment in all directions as is consistent with sound banking.
OFFICERS.

Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postoffice.

peru,
per month, by mail
uy

uaujr.

.

IBANK

NATIONAL
OF SANTA FE

rAVfe

r.

RATES OF- - SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily, per week by carrier

MAY 28, 1912.

TUESDAY,

$3.50
Daily, six aacnths, by mall
1.00
Weekly, six rronths
.
2.00
Week,
65
....V.. .50
7.00 WeeUy, per quarter
.25

Valley F",?iV;h Activities.
moil, and family, and Mr. and Mrs.
Valley Ranch, X. M., May 27, 1912. lAkers, while Dr. and Mrs. Harold Col- Among the visitors at Valley Ranch ton of Philadelphia, Pa., reached here
and for a few weeks' stay.
Sunday were Messrs. Bardshar
The river is too high for fishing alBlandy of the Internal Revenue Department, Judge Parker, the Honorable though in spite of it Mr. Bardshar and
A. S. Goodelt and family, the Honor- others managed to take fish back to
able Boulware and family, Mr. Solo- - Santa Fe.
.

.......

Daily,
Daily, per year, by mail
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
The new Mexican is the oldest new spaper in New Mexico. It is sent to
every postoffice in the State, and has a large and growing circulation
among the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest
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opposes prize fight.

Naval Commanders Will Decide Where Force is

From Page Four.)

Needed

governor Mcdonald

Congressional
investigating committees and commissions come high
and are fruitless.
The Democrats
have mulcted the taxpayer out of
to
in
unanimous
HISTORY.
their
OF
opposition
THE TEACHINGS
m
of dlta b
"Pint-me"History is philosophy teaching by Roosevelt because they are run byiseveral
whose work takes them behind !mg sundry a.nd var,ous investigating
cvnmnlp Historians nuirht to make an
Accurate narration of facts, leaving 'the 8CIleg in many of tne relation-- committees tnat have Siven lucrative
to other writers the task of deducing shipS 0f life, and because they leani! employment to scores of eminent e
.
lesson to be derived from the,tp avoid stereotyped phrases and to torneys. stenographers, clerks, profes-factsdetect shams. They are not neeessar-- : slonal witnesses and printers, but
nave th,,s far not maA? the country
the greatest of ancient
Herodotus
y brighter than any other class of
historians was careful to separate men, but they are compelled, by theaR-- more prosperous or greater. Even
of their calling, to study men some f the older, standing commis-hthe things he hadgeen from the things nature
sions have been not much more than
had heard. Modern historians have, anQ- affairs from many angles.
. d
The immigration
not always followed his example. They
amon th oth
thines thev!money spenders.
have often written to uphold a party know is tllat tne professional lioliti-- i commission has cost $222,500.00, the
or sustain a principle, rather than to;cian
j
who urates about Wa)1 street is' civil service commission, $254,732.09.
present an impartial, uucolored record tn
t f n whQ auns at theiTne commission on the five civilized
of the truth.
people he can deceive with chaff,' and tribes has cost $137,133.03. Have you
The splendid rhetoric of Macaulay (who is so shameless that he is will- heard of any good legislation result
was devoted to the overthrow of Tory- ing to resort to a very old and a very "'6 'ul" " "i mis investigating:
ism and the upbuilding of the Whi? silly device in public argument.
Americans are not a close-fistepeonarty of England. His scintillating
ple and rather like Uncle Sam to be
hurled
were
.
antithetical sentences
a free spender, provided he gets
PAN AMERICAN INSTITUTE.
value received, but investicratiner rnm- against the statesmen 'fie disliked and THE
Last. evening, at the banquet of the mittees for political purposes
the measures of which he disapproved,
only
and he sometimes sacrificed, truth to
Society at New Yurk have become a stench in the nostrils
the
of
his
in
Kuox
C.
history
of decent voters.
epigram. Gibbon,
Secretary of State Philander
rise and fall of the Roman empire, gave a great address on the desiraartwisted the facts into an insidious
bility and necessity of closer relations
Verily, verily each man sooner or
gument against religion generally and of the United States with the rapidly
the Christian religion especially. Guiz-of- s glowing
world to later gets his reward. Elfego Baca is
to be sent as minister to Ecuador
history of France is a magnificent, the south of this Nation, a world that
but not an impartial, eulogy of French will soon in population and wealth ex- where between the yellow fever and
literature. French philosophy, French ceed the Anglo Saxon domain of the revolutions he will often linger in pensive reminiscence upon the legislative
in
rulers and French achievements
western continent.
scenes at Santa Fe and Room 44 in
hisarms.
Thiers's
and
arts
letters,
in the New Mexico House yester- which he figured so prominently.
tory is an apology for and a defense of
Bonapartism. It is also an advertise- day, the Baca bill was passed appro-of
ment of the greatness of Thiers, set priating $10,000 for the founding
Congressman George Curry declared
Institute which to the New Mexican not so long ago
to the tune of "France, I Adore Thee." the
Motley's histories of the Dutch re- aims to put into concrete form the that under no consideration would he
of Secretary of be a candidate for Congress again.
public and of the United Netherlands recommendations
are brilliant, but they are not impar- Slate Knox, which is to form, the nuc- - Yet, the Washington dispatches state
tial in their dealings with contending lens, the .ocus, the center of the influ- - that he is hankering to be Republican
Several English histori ences that will do the practical worn state cnairman tor New Mexico. There
theologies.
ans have not retrained from blacken-- . 0- - cementing the ties of friendship, of is no accounting for tastes.
ing the memory and misstating the coalmerCjai relations of the many re-The legislature has got to quit
purposes of the first Napoleon. Anions, puWicB of the West. It. is all right to
American historians Abbott has gon make orations, to talk glibly about
the people around.
to the other extreme and worshiped friendship and the things that ought
at the shrine of Bonaparte. Abbott to be, but the situation will not be saf COLONEL WILL HOLD
made of his "Empire of Austria-- ' a
isfactory from the American stand- prolonged laudation of the occupants point until the United States seeks to
(Continued from page one.)
hisof the Austrian throne. Prescott's
'
iinrlm'atand tho Snnnish-- moripflll
tories of the conquest of Mexico and
nominated without a contest. Presi- ibe
closer.
are
commercial
relations
til
Peru are romances of the highest orident Taft knows this and has known
Knox summed up his plea
it for weeks. Colonel Roosevelt is
der, rivaled only by the "Fair Gods" of Secretary

(Continued
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Wagon Mound, which was on the cal
endar. The bill was recommitted 22 REBELLION
IS SMORT-LIFEto 21, after Speaker Baca had been
quickly recalled to the chair and cast
the deciding vote. This vote takes Island Government Is Expected
!
the bill off the calendar.
to Control Situation in
House Bill No. 171, by Clancy, an
Short Time.
act to amend section 4 and to repeal j
section 10, of chapter 80 of the Laws
or 1907, relative to the advertising of (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican )
Santiago, May 28 A body of insurgestrays, fixing the rate at $2.50 for the
required advertisement for each es- - ents today burned 8,000 tons of sugar
cane, many cars and other property
tray, was passed 40 to 0
On motion of Catron the House by on the plantation of Aiarcos Sanchez,
almost unanimous vote made the two in the vicinity of Guantanamo, and beFidelity
pending state library bills the special longing to the American
order for Friday forenoon at 10 Company.
o'clock.
Marines Arrive on Prairie.
House Bill No. 172, by Rogers, an
Caimanera, Cuba, May 28. The naact to permit producers to sell their val
transport Prairie arrived here
products in the market or to the con- early today, bringing 775 men of the
sumers without taxation, was passed "United
States Marine corps.
39 to 1. Llewellyn was called to the
Guards for American Property.
chair.
Washington, D. C, May 28. The
House Substitute for House Bill No.
174, by Vargas, an act for the listing United States is prepared to send mato the interior
ot personal property for assessment rines and
in the county in which it is situated, of Cuba for the protection rf Amerion March 1, except sheep which are can and foreign interests, 'where
to be listed on May 1, was passed 35 npppscnrv and wherA nn Pnhfln fnrpea
to 2.
are available for that purpose even
House Substitute for House Bill No. though President Gomez should ob- li(), by Llewellyn, defining causes fori jeCt to such a course. It is emphati-divorcand adding insanity and habit- - caily held at the state department
ual use of narcotics, etc., as sufficient that American marine and navy
for divorce was passed 37 to 0. cers are expected to take such
Bill No. 181, by Llewellyn, an ,.ea ... berome necessarv to nrotert
act making additional appropriations American and foreign
plantations.
for the fi3d fiscal vear including the
U. S. To Protect Foreigrers.
of
court
salaries
the supreme
judges,
No foreign government has yet comv;as passed 40 to 0.
States
House Bill No. 1S7, by Speaker municated with the United
Eaca, an act in relation to paupers and on the subject of protection of interfor the establishment of poor houses ests and it is understood this govin counties, was passed by 41 to 0, ernment aims to make such action unnecessary.
as amended by M. C. de Baca.
House Bill No. 203 by Burg, to exPolitical Intervention if Necessary
empt benevolent and fraternal orders
Cuba was officially notified as early
from taxation, was under considera as last Friday that it was the purpose
tion as the New Mexican went to press of the United States to concentrate, a
and will be passed
naval force in Cuban waters. It ' is
now known the demonstration was
AVIATOR WILBUR WRIGHT
not an impulsive movement, but a
as follows:
Lew Wallace.
the only Republican who can be elect-SLOWLY NEARS DEATH. part of a carefully prepared plan on
"If we can but interest the repre- - d."
A history of the American revolution
the pacji of the United States to reof 1776 and of the formation of out sentative men of all of our countries
McHarg is Confident.
of Aerial Navigators Is Sink- store order in Cuba by moral influPremier
in
more
a
the
to
interest
surtake
Mr.
succeeded
lively
which
the
McHarg declared that he expectgovernment
ence if possible, by intervention, in a
ing in Home in Dayton,
the interchange of our true sentiments ed to win the contests on the Indiana
render of Cornwallis
engaged
Ohio.
political sense, as a last resort.
where the attack is
pens of writers who have dealt clearly toward each other and in seeing that delegates-at-larg(By Special Leased Wire to Kew Mexican)
Officers Given Large Latitude.
and, impartially, not only with a de- our actions and designs are not aimed at Colonel Harry S. New, chair- - Dayton, Ohio,
May 28. Wilbur
conmisand
and
and
of
battles
D. C, May 28
sieges
The
viciously misrepresented
scription
Washington,
l'remier In the 8cience o
ventions, but with the underflowing construed we shall have done much ments for the convention, and also the! Wrig1
of
American marines
whether
question
a1 navigation, is slowly sinking at his
dfilpeatPB-nt.larcurrents of events which swayed the to accomplish our common purpose.
and sailors would be sent to the inte- home on Hawthorne street in this rinr nf Pnhn tn
channels of thought during the innrntpnt Ampriran lives
and Roosevelt Can't Go to South Dakota.
of communication
.
Facility
n
c
v
nn
n
ii
fi
:i
e.QV
nio
vol
nnsiannnr1 and
"
i ne fii Ma
fancy of the republic.
property was answered specifical-idea- s
of interchange of thoughts and Q.8,oui,
ease
,
S
16 & at the state
A history of the Civil War, of the
Press today I,nnts a tele" L
department today as
pro-- !
in my judgment
conditions which caused it and the mote would
frora
Colonel, Roosevelt advising ha. been abandoned by the members followg.
of an
..If a commander
.
hetween
the
.
acquaintance
,
of
were
Heroic
mo
measures
the
nann.
,tv,
family.conditions which succeeded it may be
uu .i..
nuw
me isutuu Beea
vuint lu uuuui nni,
"wv
Ainenrau
lurce
men
of
U1LU
all
.
resentative
America,
.
.
i
p
Vlo
n
o
rth
u
.nrinntoH
in
hv
veiota
l,i
nnnn,,t
w.c finnl or nears 01 a uuoan noiamg nis ma- ,,1 fha
"1H xTm.,ti
gathered from the tons of newspaper
."ciiiuiuu uu-ieei
and magazine Hierature published dur- U the first avowed purpose of voiir at Gettysburg.
that the patient might tm
His appeal to the
over the head of an American
vived but without effect.
!ln at lpniHh in
His tem-jh- e
ing the last half century, but a com- ooc'eiy.
certainly is not going to enter
This is just what the
continues to hover about the gotiations with Cuba and question
plete yet compact history of our great
part:
can Institute will seek to do, nere on j Rooaeveit
struggle remains to be written.
gradually Washington as to whether he shall
Message to South Dakota, 104 mark, his pulsation
-For New Mexico, the final word to the border line, where the two races
There has never in our history been growing weaker and the respiration stop it or not."
date, has been said by Historian B. mingle, at the same time giving an a cleaner lineup than this hetween the more irregular.
Gomez Knew U. S. Plan.
M. Read, whose history will be from opportunity to
es-s
politician, people and the bosses. We
Officials here believe President Go- the press of the New Mexican during pecially, to fit themselves for the dip-- are fighting for the fundamental
Xjmez was perfectly aware of the inten-the next few weeks. The author of
commercial and consular ser- - ciples of American citizenship. I
tions of the United States even before
DAY
MEMORIAL
this priceless work, permits the recin Spanish speaking countries, went into the fight when it became
notice of the approaching
j he received
PROCLAMATION.
ords to speak for themselves, he has whose people and modes of thought evident that unless I did so, there was
Law and custom has estab- X rendezvous of the fleet at Key West.
gone to the original sources of histor- and character they fathom much bet- not the slightest chance to nominate
lished an annual holiday in X President Gomezs public protest is
ical information and presents them ter than the Anglo-Saxocould pos- any progressive candidate at Chicago.
honor and memory of the sol- X taken here to have been a move cal- comment.
bias
or partisan
without
boss in the country
is
"Every
understand them.
diers and sailors who went to X ciliated to insure- the Cuban people
sibly
This evening, at a meeting of the Hisagainst us. But the great majority
the defense of our country. In X that he was not seeking to maintain
torical Society, he will point out some
nf th mnlf nnrt filo ff tho nonnlo ara
!his administration in power througfh
this national role of patriotism
In the city of Allentown, Pennsylva-- j with g or tWg u thefr
of the inconsistencies and errors into
fight We are
American influence.
New Mexico occupies a conspicwhich partisanship or wrong informa- nia, an immensely wealthy place of,fiphtjng for their
rjght tQ rufe them.
uous and proud position. She
Believes Rebellion Short Lived,
more
than
in
heart
the
50,0rt0
even
led
the
tion has
other historians,
people,
Spivp.
to
If
in
fore
sent
the
that
the Cuban government puts a
terrible
of
rich
the
most brilliant among them. He wiil
Lehigh Valley, neighbors
Control of Corporations.
armed force of 9,000 men in the
Civil
a
the
well
War,
struggle,
" e believe that the government
also show the original documents this week found Mrs. Frank Johnson,
greater percentage of her sons X field within a day or two, as it is re- Her four snouia control in a
x.hich he has gaihered with infinite who had died of hunger.
thorough going
thapv did any other commonported it " ill be, rebel movements
pains and at great expense so that small children were gathered around fashion, not only the interstate rail- .
in the Union; further- X should be
wealth
One of the
Like
her
as
as
himself
corpse
historians
weeping bitterly.
future
well
roads but all big interstate business.
esti-X Cuban
soldiers
in
these
were
more,
prinOriente,
generals
food
not
have
did
their
mother, they
may refer to the real sources of hisWe believe in the conservation policy
s
in
the
rebels
mates
number
of
who
armed
cipally
until
torical information whenever writing for several days. The mother,
and in
the irrigation work
had then recently sworn alleg- Xithe field at between three or four
the little as rapidlyextending
taken iU, had supported
o the Southwest.
as feasible. We are against
iance to the United States gov- Xj thousand and that perhaps six or sev-and
brood by hard work, washing
any effort by reciprocity or in any oth
ernment. In more recent years
en thousand unarmed negro revolu-a
hours
to
sixteen
fourteen
scrubbing
er fashion to put the biiTden of tariff
AN ANCIENT DEVICE.
New Mexico again contributed
are in the province awaiting
tionists
breakdown
until
inevitable
the
reduction exclusively upon the farm- Tn his first New Jersey speech Col. day
of her manhood in the conflict X developments.
incame. This is not an isolated
er
.Roosevelt said that he had against him
with Spain. AH New Mexicans X
Rebels Destructive Work.
stance, and even here in New Mexico
"all that portion of the press which there
should pause for a day in their X
When the cruiser Cuba which left
are homes where want of food HISTORICAL SOCIETY
represents Wall street."
busy lives and gratefully pay X Havana yesterday, arrives at Santiago
of
and
the barlack
obvious
MEETING TONIGHT AT CAPITOL
It is gratifying to find the third-tertribute to the brave men living X with reinforcements, the Cuban
is not
of
life
est
necessities
The second public meeting of the
candidate saying a thing which is ob- unknown.
and dead who offered their
forces in the field will
In view of these condi- i
services and their lives for the
viously absurd and contemptible to all tions, there are evidently tasks fori "Hictnrtnl Snniotv nnil iha lout rf ftilo
probably 4,000 troops. So far.
will be held tonight in the Capiestablishment of the peace and
people. Too often the law makers that
cording to official advices, the rebels
much morel.year,
require
f
Roosevelt sophistries are more plaus- cki1mia dttontinn than tho mara enift. tol. A disappointment came th is 1ft- X have taken forcibly $6,000 in money
safety we now enjoy.
a telegram from Colonel
NOW THEREFORE, I, Celso X'and have destroyed by fire fully $S0,- ible, ana are not readily to be dis ing of positions for the sake of politic ""Jf?proved.
Lopez, mayor of the city of X000 worth of sugar cane.
ai advantage.
The most progressive Twitcheu in las Vegas, that he is
U
YTTUn
i
'
Santa Fe, do hereby proclaim X
and popular legislation of today is pro- - suddenly called to Topeka on business
that are opposing him with Va" viding for the widows, the orphans, that is imperative, and consequent
X NEW YORK MERCHANT
Thursday, May 30th, 1912,
X
street, however he is without his
as
FOUND GUILTY OF LIBEL.
there cannot be here.
Umtton
usihl cunning The meretricious logic ,
X
MEMORIAL
There will, however, be a very full
fie,d or Xew Mexc0
r e. and rec- - X tBy Special Leased Wire to New Mexlcnn)
programme:
As a matter of fact, there are not a statesmanship.
on that X
u"nenfd
Washington, D. C, May 28. Henry
Benjamin M. Read will have an
dozen .newspapers in the United States
labor so X W. A. Page, the New York linen mer?ny
The Western Newspaper Union is teresting address on 'The Mint.
having any considerable standing,' publishing a series of articles on "His- History," and will illutrate it with
. - -'""tucable; that they X chant on trial here for criminal libel
J I
join ui ,frlniiB natriotic ho- - X in circulating defamatory literature
which are not seeking to place before toric
number
his
a
of
rare',
acquisitions
tne
but
among
the ptibllc the truth about the man forty-eig- Blackguards,"
wil1 V cletj'fn a proper observance X against Chairman Henry D. Clayton
biographies thus far pre- - from Spain. W. H. H. LewelI'n
whose policy is clearly to rule or ruin.
the day; that in the schools X;of the House Judiciary committee, and
forcecharactVis'ic
one
make
of his
name of a very distin-- '
v , suitable
.
The few big newspapers which aro scnted, the
exercises be held and X other members of Congress, was
roressors I f omn
tui
addresses.
African
missine.
hunter
is
guished
found guilty by a Jury,
the meaning of the day exsupporting him have, in a number of That ought to mean another member president of the Agricultural Coller
Itloni- - 1
cases, records which are far from en- for the Ananias Club if not a libel '...111
plained to the children so they
ni
i,.....4i.
uu
win present
ui
iiiitresnuji
viable.
may fully understand the sac- X COMMERCE COMMISSION REHon. Artonlo De
the programme.
red duty which causes men to X
FUSES FREIGHT INCREASE.
The paper that "represents Wall suit.
Vargas, the present representative of t
street" is a bogy that is a stock inj
lay down their lives in defense X
an
make
the
will
great conquistador
of the flag.
X (Bv Special Leased wire to New Mexican)
trade for every low politician who' Senator Rayner in an address on
Done at the executive office X
ever lacked a righteous cause. The the Titanic disaster, declared this address in Spanish.
Washington, D. C, May 28. AH fn- -'
A number of very interesting historof nation needs a lesson from God to
mean something,
of the city council, this the X creases in the charges for loading or
phrase does
..
.
.
.
.. .
.
i.l una3 la n itiAiimanta .1 tin- .hnnrn
uu nnu
" ", ai4
22d day of May, A. D., 1912.
X unloading freight at the port of Gal- course. There are newspapers tnai uriug n uacn 10 me oia lana
are on the side of the sleek and the strengthen the pillars erected by the erel "short talks" may be expected,
CELSO LOPEZ, X veston proposed either by ' the rail- Attested :
fat in every issue; but they are com- - fathers. This nation will get that notably from Professor Walter
Mayor. X roads or by the Galveston Wharf Com- lesson all right ii It elects Champ ton. who Is a specialist on the Ethnol- were disapproved by the Inter- few.
FACUNDO ORTIZ, Clerk.
X
ogy of the South Seas.
state Commerce Commission today. Th
newspapers are practically Clark to be President.
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GOOD HOTELS in
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You have some one dependent on you, haven't you ? Protect
them by insuring and making them your beneficiary.
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leave town.

'

short-lived-

in-I-

meeting ana ordered the Servians to

the morning of Nov. 28, 1911. The SUGAR FACTORY'S PROFITS
witness said that it was dropped as a : ,
ATTRACTED HAVEMEYER.
signal to watching detectives; that
the money for his alleged bribery had By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
been paid or the deal closed. After a
New York, May 28. John F. Cam
few more questions, Rogers went Into pion, a banker, of Denver, Colorado.
the witness' past, leading him Into continued today to tell the history of
Lockwood's
successive employment the Great Western Sugar Company, of
a3 a peace officer.
,
Colorado, from the time it passed into
t
the control of the Great Western
No Effort to Warn Friend.
why he had suggested H. H. ar Company of New Jersey. Mr.
y
as "stakeholder" of the bribe Pion ws a witness in the suit
and objected to White, the tuted bY tne government to cause the
witness said he thought Yonkin would dissolution of the
sugar trust,
make a better witness for the state. His company erected a plant at Love-H- e
had made no effort, he said to land- - Colorado.
The factory operated during the
worn White, who had been an old
and made net profits
friend. His relations with the district season of 1901-0attorney were entered into at length. of 23."00 and Mr. Campion testified
mai soon alter the close of this seaReporters Hailed Into Court
son, Samuel Hooker, an
Employes of a Los Angeles newspa- - HnVftmpvar'n a inw... ,,.1 .. . t agent of
j a
per were summoned to appear in or- - .nalf interest" in the
company, whoseder that Judge Hutton could de.
was one million dollars.
termine who was responsible for the capitalization
was sold to Mr. Havemeyer for $750,-00publication yesterday of an interview,
according to Mr. Campion.
in which Foster was quoted as having
said he would convict Darrow with his
TEXAS REPUBLICANS
telephone device. Judge Hutton deSPLIT IN CONVENTION.
clared: .the, publication of the interview to be "most reprehensible."
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Attorneys Almost Come to Blows.
Fort Worth, Texas, May 28. Talk
During the controversy which fol- of a
split convention was freely inlowed the filing of affidavits in supdulged in by delegates to the state Reof
a
for
Foster's citation, publican
request
port
convention, which assembled
Chief Counsel Earl Rogers, of the de- here
Later Taft followers eftoday.
fense asserted that the publication of fected a
temporary organization of a
the interview was a flagrant attempt state convention,
adopting a report
by the National Erectors' Association, made by two .of the thirty-on- e
mq
which employs Foster, to influence Ders or tne state executive commKtee,
the Jury. He accused Foster without Kooseveic aanerentg also effected tern
M
qualification of attempting "to rush" porary organization of a state con.vkn 5
the Jury.
tion and adopted a report made bVV
29 of the 31 members of the state com
mittee. The reports dealt with conSERVIAN LABORERS ARE
UNPOPULAR IN COLORADO. testing delegations.

1

only-vic-

and mine guards appeared at a recent

"

Continued irom rage One.

1

j

"FRAME-UP.-

i

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Denver, Colo., May 28. Governor
John F. Shafroth today promised to
Investigate a report that Servian min- ers seeking work at Delagua, Colorado,
were meeting with interference. If
relief is not secured, an appeal will
be made to the Austrian consul, ac- cording to a letter received by Secre- tary of State Pearce. The letter, It Is
alleged, sets forth that deputy sheriff's

JOHN D. ROCKEFELLER
ON WITNESS STAND.

.

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
New York, May 28. John D. Rocke- feller, organizer and former president
of the Standard Oil Company, toolt the
witness stand here this afternoon In
a suit through which the Standard
terests seek to obtain control of th
Waters-Pierc- e
Oil Company;
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28, 1912.
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UNITED STATES BANK

CAPITAL 850,000 00
Does a General Banking

President

:

W. E. GRIFFIN

lablished

Asst. Cashier

the balance

.

Incorporated

1903

GENUINE SCOTCH RUGS
IN THE NEW COLORS AND PATTERNS

RuMXr $ 1 5.00

Will Outwear Any

$25.00 Rug

W. Jacobs. Ptfoo
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100 WAISTS
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this month

You Can Get,

BECAUSE IT IS REVERSIBLE

i

U i

at almost half price, slightly soiled End mussed, but
good styles and all sizes. Also big values in

on sale

WASH DRESSES
ALL THIS WEEK.

'

' '

Hphose Different Rugs
wo Rugs in One
1 he
Rugs it will pay you to buy

That

i

iAGE FIVE
-

-

"MM

MRS. W. LINDHARDT,

SEL1GMAN BROTHERS CO,

A Rug

-

MILLINERY

- H. F. STEPHENS, Cashier",

1856.

A Big9xI2

Great Bargain

I

Your Patronage Solicited
B. LAUGH LI N,

side on a ranch mar Espanola, arrived in Santa Fe yesterday afternoon
and registered at the Montezuma.
William Fraser, a mining man of
IN
Valdez, Taos county, is a i iter in
Go, Sweet Friends!"
the city and a guest at the Palace. He
I go, sweet friends, yet think of me owns the copper mines at. Twining.
When spring again awakes
J. R. Hanntim, of the Continental
the
Oil Company, arrived in
Santa Fe
flowerg;
of
For we have wandered far and free from his home in Albuquerque last
a
In those bright hours,
the violet evening and is guest at the Palac.
W. E. Garrison, president of the Newhours.
ami
"I go: but when you pause to hear Mexico College of Agriculture
Mechanic Arts, arrived in the capital
From distant hills the Sabbath bell
125 Palace Ave.
On summer winds
flout silvery iast evening and is stopping at the
Palace.
:
clear
W. R. Brown, traveling passenger
Think of it then I loved it well.
and freight agent for the Santa Fe ing the banks to take $1,200,000 worth
"Forget me not around your hearth railroad
with headquarters at El Paso, of bonds. The Banco Naeional of ChiWhen cheerily smiles
the ruddy
is a visitor in the eity. He is at tin huahua took $40u,UO0 worth of tl'es
blaze,
Palace.
and promptly closed its doors.
II
For dear hath be.n its evening's
Representative M. p. Manzanares The cashier of another bank who
f
mirth
left this afternoon for the Meadow
to buy any of the bonds wa:.
To me, sweet friends, in other days. 'City, where according to report in thf thrown into jail and is there yet."
"And oh! when music's voice is House this afternoon, he will scan
Rush Orders for Troops.
heard
the matrimonial market and alfo in- Denver, Colo., May 2S. Union Pa-- j
To melt in strains of parting woe,
vest in land for a cosy little home.
cific railroad officials in Denver today
When hearts to love and grief are
Representative ,). W. Chaves will go received orders to send sufiieient
to Albuquerque tomorrow to meet Mrs. equipment to Cheyenne, Wyoming, to
stirred.
Chaves who with her daughter returns meet demands lor a sudden movement
Think of me then I go! I go!
from a visit with her parents at
of troops from Fort D. A. Russell.
It
h. W. M.
is believed the order is intended mere- Santa Fe, New Mexico, May 29. 191
Mrs. Charles Springer, Miss Gladys ly to supplement the instructions from
Mrs. Corrick will not be at home and Marjorie England, who have been Washington yesterday to hold Fort
j
X tomorrow afternoon.
spending a visit in Denver, returned Russell troops in readiness to move
H'
Mrs. A. B. Renehan will not be at to their home in this city Saturday immediately in response to rush orlast. Cimarron News.
ders.
home tomorrow afternoon.
W. F. Reed, a real estate man with
'Mrs. Paul A. F. Walter will not be
2j
interests in the Seven Uikes oil field, PALACE HOTEL PASSES
at home tomorrow afternoon.
Jf
INTO NEW HANDS.
John Price, the stockman of Carls-- McKinley county, arrived in the city
from his home in Albuquerque last
bad, left for his home today.
C. H. Merchant, the cattleman of evening and is at the Palace.
W, G. Akins of Kansas City Secures
ft
Dr. J. M. Cunningham, th banker
a Lease and Will Conduct Hosji Carlsbad, departed for his home today.
of Las Vegas, member of the constitelry Along Modern Lines.
to
Grande Railroad, left the city thia tutional convention and delegate
Chicathe
convention
at
Republican
W. G. Akins of Kansas
City, Mo.,
morning for Espanola.
i' i B. S. Phillips, the Velarde lumber- - go, left last evening for his home.
last evening bought from Paul Doran,
John Zook, T. Z. Winter, William the lease that Doran has on the Palman, is a visitor in the city and a
Beechem and S. C. McCrimmon left, ace Hotel from W. G.
guest at the Montezuma.
Sargent, the
Mrs. L. W. Meredith, one of the the city early this morning for the owner, who has ratified the transfer.
Pecos
where
will
for
the Mr. Akins will take immediate
they
angle
teachers in the public schools, left tocharge
finny tribe. They will return tomor-- l and will next week
day for San Antonio, Texas.
place the hotel on
W. D. Loveless, of the forest service, row.
A modern dining
Banker D. T. Hoskins came over the European plan.
arrived in the city last evening and is
room, however, will be maintained, at
from
in
Las
his
new!
Vegas
yesterday
a guest at the Montezuma.
his which meals will be served a la carte.
S. B. Davis, Jr., United States at- auto and took with him today
A manager and crew will be here next.
Helen, and Miss Jean Fyke,
torney, departed for his home in Las daughter
who will spend several weeks with Monday from the famous Baltimore
afternoon.
Vegas yesterday
Hotel at Kansas City, and the Hotel
A. A. Wayne of Albuquerque, in the friends at Las Vegas.
lid to be conducted along modern, high
R.
D.
W.
he
of
Bryan,
president
forest service, is a visitor in Santa Fe
lines in nil resnpets
Mr. and
board of regents of the University of
who is stopping at the Palace.
of New Mexico, arrived in the city yes- Mrs. Akins have been here for some
a businessman
C. T. Adams,
afternoon and delivered an ad- time.
Carlsbad, arrived in the city last eve- terday before
Paul Doran, who has successfully
dress
the Historical
Society
ning and is at the Montezuma.
V. A. Allaire, a businessman of San last evening. He is a guest at the Pal- conducted the affairs of the popular
j
ace.
hostelry, will probably remain in the
Antonio, arrived in the capital last
It is understood
Cha-mcity
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Window Curtains, Screens and Portieres.
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Glorieta Battle Field
160 ACRE PATENTED RANCH

FOR SALE in center of Old Glorieta Battle
Field. About 30 acres under
cultivation. Young' orchard of best varieties.
Growing timber on property. House, Stable,
Cattle Houses, Chickens. . Must be sold at once.
Low price to cash purchaser.
1

O. C. WATSON & CO.
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Call and

Inspect Them. ...
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HACK SERVICE

For Hire at Popular Prices
CORRICK'S HACK LINE

204 W. Palace Ave

:::

Buggies and Saddle Horse.
THEODORE CORRICK,

Phone Black 9.

Prop'r

LIABILITY

HEALTH

Narcissus, Daffodils
Many Fine Varieties

PLANTS

AND

Tulips

50c and 75c per doz.

Pansy' Shasta Daisy, Hollyhocks, Chrysan-theurns, and other hardy perennials.

i

JAMES

C. McCONVERY,

Phone. Black 204.

::::
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TWO WEEKS

A. MUGLER.

8

CO.

TROUBLE IN SAN DIEGO.

(Continued from page one.)

(By Special LeaseO Wire to New Mexican)
Newark, X. J., May 28 More than
half a million voters in Xew Jersey

today have their opportunity to influence the selection of the presidential candidates next month at Chicago
and Baltimore.
Taft Still at Work.
Theodore Roosevelt went to his
home in Oyster Bay last night to stay
there until after the Republican convention, except for a trip to Gettysburg, Pa., Thursday, for a memorial
President Tafu, howiday address.
ever, set out from Atlantic City this
morning to make a last appeal to the
voters.

and the rest. 18
will be landed at
San Francisco.
Congress Turns From Madero.
Chihuahua, Mex., May 28. Unoffl-- i
cial advices have been received at
USE
General Orozco's headquarters that an
emissary representing the controlling
block of the Mexican congress is on
his way here to propose to Orozco
that if he will recognize congress, the
AND YOUR BREAD TROUBLES
majority of that body in return will
ARE OYER.
remove
President Madero
fro;n
power.
Flour quality varies acNew Mexican want ads. always
Torreon Well Defended.
cording to wheat quality.
bring results.
El
28.
Torreon
Paso,
Texas,
May
Poor wheat mean? poor
ia well defended against rebel attacks,
flour, poor flour means
according to a message received here,
poor bread. The gluten
early today by E. C. Llorente, the
in hard wheat is the elemain consul whom inquired of Albert
i Horse Power
ment that makes the
Aguillar, chief of arms at Torreon,
PRICE,
$165.00
bread raise. Hard wheat
concerning the report that Torreon
With
Magneto.
is rich in gluten that's
Imported
had fallen.
A MotorCyclft without
doubt with trouble
left at the factory
why it's hard. The more
"It is absolutely false," wired Aguilgluten the wheat conlar, "that Torreon has fallen into the
tains the less flour you
hands of the rebels and it never will
have to use that's why
be. It has a strong garrison to dethe use of BOSS PATENT
fend it."
FLOUR means real econOrozco a Dictator.
Los Angeles, Calif., May 28. A
omy, better results and
great part of the funds to finance the
better treatment of your
Mexican revolution is being derived by
digestive organs. :: ::
LIGHT, SILENT AND RKMABI.K.
General Orozco from freight and exFresh Oysters, Fish, Poultry, press receipts on the Mexican National PASH BROS., Agts., Santa Fe.
tailroad, according to E. R. Jones, vice
president of Wells Fargo and ComGrapes, Oranges,
pany, who is in Los Angeles toda,
after a trip into the Southern RepubC.
lic.
"The rebels are operating the railVEGETABLES
DAILY road and taking, of course, all reFRESH
Eggs
ceipts from freight, passengers and
expressage," said Mr. Jones. "The total amounts to about If j 75,000 a month.
Is in Jail Yet.
13
GQ
"Orozco ia conducting affairs in
Chihuahua like a dictator," Mr. Jones.'
CHAS. A. WHEFLOiN,
continued.
"In addition to the rail-- '
road receipts, he recently helped 0"t
the revolutfonary" finances by compell- - Phone Red 204.
J 5 Palace Ave
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for Safe Quality.
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Pope Motor Cycle
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8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.
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Boss Patent Flour

Dispensing Optician,
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CERILLOS LUMP
STEAM COAL
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It takes a terrible warning to bring which were susceptible of being known a blow so deadly many of the passen- - According to Binns, the inspector, the sas, suffered from a weak back a
us back to our moorings and our escaped our scrutiny. Energy is often geis and crew did not even know of apparatus on the Californian was prac-tii- good many years, as a result of kidi began taking Foley
ser ses. We are abandoning the de- more desirable than learning, and the
collision until tardily advised of tically new and easily tuned to carry ney trouble,
vout and simple lives of our ancestors inquisition serves a useful purpose the danger by anxious friends, an every detail of that calamity to the Kidney rills and soon after the pain
left my back and today I am fully
ai.d the fabric of our firesides is weak- to the state.
even then official statements were coast stations at Cape Sable and Cape
cure't."
For sale by all druggists.
disthe
of
construction
at
this
"In
If
so.
foundation.
the
the
should
and
done
have
Titanic,"
ening
clothed in such confident assurances Race,
aster teaches no lesson or points no continued the Senator, "no limit of of safety as to arouse no fear.
"The course taken was singularly
moral then let us pass it( by with cost circumscribed their endeavor and
in accord with the reticence of the offi-- i
c,tti, ..oi,i v,ot tko
r when this vessel
took its place at the force of
stoical indifference, until tjij next
cials
of the White Star Company, who
the impact must have indicatcomes, and in the n;intime let head of the line every modern im- ed to master and builder that the ship knew at 2:."0 Monday morning," said
the carnival go on. May fhe heart- provement in shipbuilding was sup- was doomed. He commented caustic- the Senator, "what was supposed to!
Closing Quotations,
N'"w York, N. Y
May 2S. Call
rending scenes upon this i ight of an- posed to have been realized; so con- ally upon the failure of the ships off- have occurred, and yet, at 7:."1 Mon-prime paper, 4fi'4
guish and of woe give usfaith and fident were they that both owner and icers immediately to give general alarm day evening a message from their money 2
us back to the allies of our builder were eager to go upon the or to establish some
own office, officially signed, contain- - silver, in ; Mexican dollars, IS: coporderly routine.
fathers. 1 will not rehears the agon- trial trip.
conduct of the ship's ing the positive assurance of the safe- per, 1S.20IT; li.5ii: tin, 4(1. It5((i'47.111;
the
Concerning
I can
ies of this, midnight sacrifice.
"When the crisis came a state of officers he. said:
ty of the passengers, was sent to a lead, 4. 10ft 1.20; Amalgamated, S2
not afford to dwell upon them or listen absolute
father at Huntington, W. Sugar, 11!0; Atchison, 10(1
Great
unpreparedness stupefied
"Haphazard, they rushed by one an- Va., nearly two hours after their adto the details that almost distract the;iJOth passengers and crew and, in their
New York Centra)
Northern, 132
in
and
on
staircase
hallway,
other,
mind and break the heart. It is the despair, the ship went down, carrying
mitted familiarity with the details of 118; Northern Pacific, 120
Readlesson and the mora! that I am search- - jas needless a sacrifice of noble wont- while men of self control gathered the disaster.
It is little wonder that, ing, 17IS: South Pacific. 111
I'nion
here
and
about
the
helpthere
decks,
we have not been able to fix with
ing for."
Pn and brave men as ever clustered
Steel, pfd.,
at one another or giv- definiteness Ihe author of this false- Pacific, 171; Steel, f;f)
Make Officials Responsible.
about the judgment seat in any single lessly staring
110
those less cour- hood."
to
encouragement
ing
Senator Rayner urged legislation moment of passing time,
Lead and Spelter.
Lifebelts
Senator Smith reviewed the testithat would make the controlling offi- - .We shalI IpaV to the honest Judg ageous than themselves.
St.
28. Iead,
Mo., May
Louis,
and
all
the
to.
were
finally adjusted
cers of corporations criminally respon-menmony of Captain Lord showing that
of Eni!ian(1 its painstaking chas-siblspelter, strong
away, and al- the Californian came within four miles strong, 4.12
for the careless and negligent tisement of the British Board of 1'feboats were cleared
strangely insufficient in num- of the doomed vessel and that he went $(."alfl 6. So.
management of the corporation theyjTradp t0 wloge lixjty of rPgUiatlon though
Grain and Provisions.
were
ber,
only partially loaded and in to his room to lie down while signal
After a discussion of theiand hasty jnspect;on
control.
the world is all instances
Chicago, 111., May 28. Wheat May
unprovided with com- rockets were being fired.
present methods of corporation organi- - liUgeIy indebted for this awful fatality,
passes and only three of them had
July 111
zation Senator Rayner said:
"Failure of Captain Lord to arouse Hi!
Of contributing causes there were
were manned so badly
Corn May SO
They
lamps.
July 75
u cViir
t
trim
U'lpalncc
tf
fv
that
t,a
lesson
is
another
'There
i,vi
thiSVery many. jn the face of warning
of prompt relief,
Oats May 53 1
July HO
tJle
disaster teaches us and which onglil wisignaISi speed was i,1(., eased and mes-"b- that, in the absence
hay(j ascertailieaeasjly
Pork July 18.55.
they would have fallen easy victims name
the vessel in distress and
one of general application, and that
sagS of danger seenied to stimulate to the advancing ice floe, nearly 30 reachedof her
Lard July 10.65.
in time to avert loss of
Is the lesson of corporate responsibili-- j her t0 action ratner than t0 persuad
miles in width and rising 16 feet above ljfe
Ribs July 10.27
said Senator Smith, "places a
ty. We must enact legislation that !j,er to fear
the surtace ot tne water, ineir aan-gc- r tremendous responsibility upon this!
will make the controlling and superior
Chicago.
.The Titanic rushed onward on her
as
if
would have been as great
Chicago, 111., May 28. Cattle Re- officer
from which it will be difficult
officers of corporations within our own tnle C0Urse one recognized as
ViaH
.
TtifttriniQintiil- -rn fho rtpclc nf the for mm t0
......
.v........yceipts 25,(M)0. Market steady. Beeves
criminally responsible foripriate and agreed upon by mariners
uuj iibvu- Contrast, escapeif you will, the conduct $6.10.6..5o; Texas steers $6.2t 8.10;
the careless and negligent manage- - ;as the international highway for west liiOKen mm, anu u me sea
toy targets with over 700 ex- of the captain of the Carpathia in western steers fi.2.Tf .90; stockers
ment of the
corporations ilound vessels, yet dangerous at. this these
liauof-ofnprmlp wmilri hnvp bepn hpln- - ..
cows ana
$4.10ffi 6.X0;
what and feeders
tnIS emergency and
which they control. I have made thi season of the year, when the Labrador
imagine
about upon tne waves must he the consolation
tossed
lessly
I
8.00; calves $5.25?t 8.75.
and
and
of that heifers
over
over
again,
suggestion
current may be bearing vast masses without food or
water.
Market
thouehtful and svinnathetie mariner.!
Hogs
Receipts 13,000.
repeat it now in the most emphatic of ice across the track of ships scores
'One witness swore that two of the wn0 rescued the shipwrecked and left slow, generally. Light. $7.00ft'7.55;
way that I can, that it is a shame and of these towering glaciers planted
heavy $7.15W
an outrage that the criminal statutes themselves In the very pathway of this three stewards in her boat, admitted th people of the world his debtor as mixed $7.10(it 7.62
of this land permit the men who are ship and were so large and so numer- that they had never had an oar in njB ship sailed for distant seas a few 7.65; rough $7.15(ft 7.35; pigs $4.90(a'
6.80; bulk of sales $7.45(3 7.63.
really responsible absolutely to es- ous that, in the absence of fog, they their hands before and did not even days ag0 n- his utter
Market
Receipts 14,000.
Sheep
cape from the penalties of the law, should have been easily discernible know what the oarlock was for. The ment and his own indifference to peril
and inflict penalties and punishments by the lookout, if, as he says in his life boats were filled so indifferently Dy his uromntness and his kniehtlv strong for best, others weak. Native
upon those who are simply acting un- testimony, he had been supplied with and lowered so quickly that, accord- sympathy, he rendered a great service $3.756.35; western $4.00fi6.40; year- uncontradicted
evidence,
to
the
to humanity.
in'
He should be made to lings $5.75g7.50; lambs native $5.00fi
der their superior orders."
glasses.
500 people were needlessly sac- - realize the debt of gratitude this na- - 9.00; western $5.50(5 9.30.
Cause of the Disaster.
"Captain Smith knew the sea and his nearly
rifleed to want of orderly discipline tion owes to him, while the book of
Wool.
Discussing the causes of the disaster clear eye and steady hand had often in loading the few that were provid- been1 St. Louis, Mo., May 28. Wool mar- which
so
has
often
goo(i
deeds,
his
ship
guided
dangerous
through
the Senator said:
for 40 years storms sought in ed. And yet it is said by some well- - familiar with his unaffected valor, ket steady; territory and western me- "It seems to he universally conced- paths;
vain to vex him or menace his craft. n.eaning persons that the best of dis- WOuld henceforth carry the name of diums 16?(1S; fine mediums 1 5 f 1 7 :
ed that this ship was not equipped
His indifference to danger was one of upline prevailed. If this is discipline Captain Rostron to the remotest per- - fine 1015.
with a sufficient number of life boats the direct
i
iod of time.
Cotton,
and contributing causes of ,viiat wou,d have ben disorder?
to provide for the safety of its pass- this
'
New York, May 28. Cotton spot
were
lessons
this
of
"The
said
Sen
many
hour,"
the
his
while
passengers
Among
unnecessary
tragedy,
t
engers. There may have been a
own willingness to die was the ex- - strong men who had been accustomed ator Smith in conclusion, "are, indeed, closed quiet 10 points higher; mid- number in accordance with the
evidence of his fitness to live; to command, whose lives had marked fruitless and its precepts ill conceived dling uplands 11.50; middling gulf 11.- rules of the British Board of Trade, piating
those of us who knew him well not in every avenue of endeavor, and whose if rules of action do not follow hard 75. No sales.
but it is a conceded fact that the great
but in sorrow file oneispecific business experience and military train- - upon the day of reckoning. Obsolete
loss of life occurred because there was anger,
It will not pay you to waste your
charge
against him, overcolfidence ing especially fitted them for such an and antiquated shipping laws should
an insufficient number to meet the and
These were rudely silenced no longer encumber the parliamentary tiem writing out your legal form
to heed the
emergency.
neglect
necessities of the case and rescue the
warnings of his friends; but, In his and forbidden to siieak, as was the records of any government, and over- - when you can get them already prntpassengers and crew.
horrible dismay, when his brain was- president of this company, by junior ripe administrative boards should be ed at the New Mexican Printing
"The failure of foreign steamships afire with honest
retribution, we can officers, a few of whom, I regret to pruned of dead branches and less ster Company.
still see, in his manly bearing and his
tender solicitude for the safety of
women and little children, some traces
of his lofty spirit.
During Sleep
"The mystery of his indifference; to
when other and less pretendanger,
Nature Repairs
tious vessels doubled their lookout or
their engines, finds no reasonthe Human Engine stopped
able hypothesis in conjecture or specuwas
lation; science in shipbuilding
If you are one of the .supposed
to have attained perfection
" Sleepless Squad," let us sug- and to have
spoken her last word;
gest that you avoid coffee and mastery of the ocean had at last been
achieved; but overconfldenee seems to
tea, and have a cup of steamhave dulled the faculties usually so
ing hot
alert. With the atmosphere literally
charged with warning signals and
wireless messages registering their
last appeal, the stokers in Ihe engine
room fed their fires with fresh fuel,
before retiring registering in that dangerous place her
speed.
It has soothed the tired fastest
"Nature gave a warning of approachand
nerves
brought peaceful, ing peril so significant that passenrefreshing sleep in many, gers In state room and steerage shut
out the chill and spoke to one another
many cases.
The activities of the day of the sudden cold. Sailors off the
cause more or less waste of Grand Banks know the Importance of
which is almost as
f-lJ- i
tissues which is repaired at the thermometer,
i '?
f
.
necessary to their safety as Is Ihe
night during sleep
Even
the
compass.
quartermaster,
f
'The man or woman who Hichens,
'.
..
.
i
who
took the temsleeps well at night is sure of perature of theregularly
water
the sea,
DEAF AND DUMB INSTITUTE AT SANTA FE.
Uhe necessary repairs, other said: 'It suddenly becamefrombitter
cold,'
things being right, to make and added that the first order received
each day a time of usefulness by him from Second Officer Lightoller CL0SING EXERCISES AT
W. O. perintendent of Public Instruction
achieved by Superintendent
and living a joy.
hi a v ciucii ouuuay evening was to
DEAF AND DUMB SCHOOL.
tlie van N. White, in an address so ex- in
staff
his
and
teaching
take his compliments down to the
'
"There's a Reason"
children deprived of the power ot ptessed it and declared that no mat- ship's carpenter and inform him to
look to his fresh water, that it was Remarkable Success Attained In Fit- - speech and hearing, to fit themselves ter what the theories or the senti- for
for the duties of life and to become ment may be, for reducing the num- t,n9 umortunate Children for
about to freeze.'"
Tasks of Life.
The exercises by the ber of state institutions, the school
Senator Smith declared that the
of the for the deaf and dumb is one of the
command of the officer of the watcb
pupils, the demonstrations
to avert th disaster actually exposed' Those who attended the closing ex- - methods employed, the exhibits, all schools that should be maintained at
Postum Cereal Company, Ltd., the most volunerable part of the Ti- - ercises at the State School for the showed that the taxpayers' money is any cost. A number of legislators
tanic to the Ice when the shock came. Deaf and Dumb In this city last even- - well spent in sustaining an institu- - were present and took great interest
Battle Creek, Mich.
"Distracted by the sudden appear- - mg, were astounded at the results tion doing such undeniable good. Su- - in the exercises.

'
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Typewriter

For sale cheap. Perfect condition and does splendid writing.
Could ship on approval and tria.
Write to CHAS. W. RICKART
Rosedale, Kansas.

FRAX K T. BLAXDY,
Exalted Ruler.
P. M. A. LI EX A f,

TYPEWRITERS.
Cleaned, adjusted ana repaired. New
platens furnished.
Ribbons and supSecretary. plies. Typewriters sold, exchanged
rented. Standard makes handled.
Santa Fe Cami All repair work and typewritet guar
anteed.
Santa Fe Typewriter Ex
1M11. M. W. a.
;hange. Phone 23i.
fleets second Tue
day each month, ec
WANTED.
cial meeting tLlr
The Business Col'ege of Santa Fe,
at Fire
Tuesday
man's Hall. Visb west side of Plaza requires the folir.g neighbors welcome.
lowing. Apply, don't write, unless at
a distance.
A. G. WHITTIER. Crniul
CHaS. A. RISING. Cleric
Four hours janitor work daily exchange education.
FRATERNAL UNION OF AMERICA.
Good fuiBiture, bed, washstand, buNo. 259. Holds its
reau, bath tub, ice chest, book shelves,
PpujSsI regular meeting on the firr.t chairs, stoves, etc. exchange educaThursday of each month at tion.
Lumber for partitions, etc. ExFireman's hall at 7:30 d. m.
Visiting brothers ate invited and wel change education.
come.
etc. exSign writing, painting,
J. A. RAEL, F, M.
change education.
DAVID GONZALES,
Plumber's work exchange education.
Secretary.
Carpenter's work exchange educaF. W. FARMER
tion.
Automobile and chauffer exchange
Homesterd No
2879.
education, three hours daily or will
Brotherhood
of
buy on cash teaching terms.
American Yeon
Typewriting machines, any make-l- ots
Meets First Fri
lying ide; owners cannot use
day of the month them properly. In exchange.
at the Fireaan'a
Teachers and graduates to train for
s
Hall. ii. Fort-mu)our teachers and travelling
in grades and high schools.
A. E. P. Robinson
Cor. iec. Fred F Positions vary from $100 a month.
Alarid.
but
Stenographers any system,
with touch typewriting, to prepare
No. 2, I. O. O. F. for better positions
guarantee good
ODD FELLOWS, pay, but must be good spellers and
Santa Fe Lodge have punctuation and common sense.
meets
regularly Teaching services, day or evening
every Thursday evening at 8 o'clock
in exchange.
in Odd Fellows Hall. Visiting brothand
Grade
8th
scholars 7th
ers always welcome.
grades wanted these holidays to le'arn
shorthand, that when they return to
Santa Fe Camp No. school in fall,
they can take "Teach6673, R. N. A. meets ers talk" and enable them to become
first Tuesday of eact. ten times more clever and make
) month; social meetinx their examinations much easier. Ask:
third Tuesday at Fira Professor J. A. Wood on this quesman's Hall. Visiting tion.
neighbors welcome.
Apply Business College, west side
NETTIE VICKROY,
of Plaza. Walter Norton, F. R. G. S.,
Oracle President.
MAGGIE L. FRIDAY, Recorder.
Mrs. WTm, A. Allen, Chacon, New
FOR JUSTICE OF THE PEACE.
Mexico, had so severe a cough that it
ComMexican
New
The
Printing
nearly choked her to death. Mr. Alpany has on hand already bound, civil len says: "We tried many things
and criminal dockets, especially aade without
helping her when by good
up for the use of Justices of the luck I got a bottle of Foley's Honey
Peace. They have printed headlines and Tar
Compound. It helped her at
in either Spanish or English on good once nd
finally cured her. It is the
paper, well bound with leather back best medicine we ever used." rot",
and cornersfi, with canvass sides. sale
by all druggists.
Full index in front antf a list of the
fees of the Justice of the Peace and
Nothing tike having your office up
Constables printed in full on the fiwt to date. The Gloiie Wernicke Filing
page. The pages are 1
and Sectional Unit book cases, not
These books ar mode ap in civil and
only improve the looks of your office
dockets separate of 320 but will
criminal
pey for themselves in the
pages each, or with both fcivil ana time they sve you. Wh" not be up
crimieal bound in one book, with 80 to date? New Mexican Printing Compages civil and 320 pages criminal. pany.
Uvil or criminal $2.75 each. Combined civil and criminal $1.00. For
Society Stationery The New Mexi$ 50 additional
these books will be can
Printing Company have on hand
sent by mail or prepaid express. Cash and can make up promptly the latest
must accompnay ordet State plainly forms in society stationery. The new
whether English or Spanish is want size correspondence cards, etc. Or
ed.
ders taken for ensraved and embossed work. Several lines to maka
You cannot get up to date printing your selection from.
unless you have
material
and faculties. The New Mexic.n
The New Mexican i rlntlng Com- Printing Company hos both, and al pany is always prepared to turn out
the same time expert mechanics. Your your brief and transcript work quickotders are always assured persona! at- ly, and at the right price. Give us
tention.
a trial.

sf?.

s42y

.

demon-strater-

It will not pay you to waste your
All legal blanks prepared according
time writing out your legal forms to the Statutes of New Mexico, new
when you can get them already print- State form, for sa'e by the
ed at the New Mexican
Printing Mexican Printlne Company.
Company.
OFFICE

C.

Q. M , Chronicle B dr.. San

Fnin-Hse-

I'al May 27, '91s! Sealed pnisa!x will
I,eroy Thacker, Watertown. S. Dak., be received
here until II a. m. .lime is. 1913. for
says: "I suffered with rheumatism for furnNhlntr torane itnd straw required ntpoMa
in
liivisnn fllirillff ftul vonr nrm.
Western
over 8 years, and it seenied at times mencInK
on
July 1. IW12. Information
I would go crazy with pain.
Three application here or to Post Qimnermusters.
Wuartertuasters at Seattle. Wash. Portbottles of Foley Kidney Pills cured tunit
.
IT
nn uuiiuiuiu.
- iiu. v. c. nun
UaaI..,.. n.
i ., huu ukis- may DC
my rheumatism and I gladly recom received by Post Quartermasters and Quarter, uuvil ,l It UJ.,
mend them." For sale by all drug iMnauci. uuiiuiuiu,
June 18, 1912. F.Vos SCHBADEK, O. Q.
gists.
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The Home of Quality Groceries
Going Picnicking?

WHAT
A POOR PICNIC

A Picnic Would Be

Without a Good Picnic Dinner!
WE ARE HEADQUARTERS FOR

ws"'thediffeTen;rh7;Tr
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railroad durina a rat
meat man?

M.
TUESDAY, MAY 28, 1912.
--

r--r

the work than did several of the bovs
For Wind, ian or sunburn try an application of Zook's Benzoin, Witch Hazel and Almond Cream.
Miss Hutson announces a class in

r

vesligation carried on bv m.-- .
forgery, eighteen months to two years;
ments of different nations that
these Abuudio Burnal, murder in the second
birds are of great value to
agricultur- degiee, fifteen to twenty years.
ists and horticulturists, as
destroyers
Salt Bricks for your Horse and Cow
of insects that cause so
great an an- THREE KILLED, TOWN
cooking on Monday, Wednesday
at GOEBELS.
and nual lossif
crops. Their proven useDESTROYED BY STORM.
Milk and cream at Capital City rnday morning during June at the fulness as
destroyers of insects, pests,
high
school
interone
building.
Dairy.
Any
worms and field mice, added to the
(By Special Leaaca Tv'lre to New Mexican)
For Some Hard, cold facts about ested in the course will please meet great
beauty and value of their plumMiss
Hutson
Tulsa, OUla., May 29 Telephone
at
the high school buildFhoes, look on page three.
at 10 o'clock Thursday morning. age, the nourishing and appetizing
received here from a point near
Use a Cold Cream which Imparts a ingA
CRASH in Tailored Garments $23 flavor of their meat and clever traits, Skiatook, fifteen miles north, say the
softness to the skin. Use Zook's Rose to $45
values, from $15 up this month. classing them as the most interesting town was practically wiped out hv
Cold Cream.
For particulars call at the W. H. Goe-be- l of all game birds, has made them storm early today and that three per- Cherries, 25c a pound. Asparagus,
birds of general interest.
Co.
sons are known to haw been killed.
3c a bunch. F. Andrews.
t :.. 11
are reported injured. All wires
Tl.n
.
Eetter
me
in
the
Butter,
best
ijiictiamu
is
there
grain
neids, Many
Prices 15c and 25c at the Eltts' to- a
his head near the ground and are down and details will not be ob-- !
F. Andrews.
keeps
pound.
night and tomorrow night. A musical
pair ana cooler Weather Tint is peers upwards for larvae and eggs on taimible until news is received from a
act. and a good one.
.the
prediction of the weather bureau the under side of leaves ami will de. relict party which has gone to the
The railroad meets the cut. but the
All Boxes of tne SantaFe Eleciric
vour these without injury to the leaf. scene.
and it has been hitting it
meat man cuts the meat!
pretty well
Lauudry brought into the ofiice will the
two
past
weeks. The maximum Countless pests are eaten at a single
be redeemed at lMc doz.
yeste-Ja- y
temperature
was 76 de- meal. The pheasant does not reach
Taxes
Are Due Unless jour taxes
FLOWERS FOR THE
Your Favorite Cut Awaits are
the
minimum
grees,
43 degrees and up and disturb the grain but late in
paid by Saturday, thfy are delin- the
GRAVES OF THE BRAVE.
the
when
relative
season,
food
insect
is
scarce
last
humidity
evening 15
quent and the penalty provided by
You Here,
and
after
cent.
the
per
is
grain crop
harvested
law will be added.
Those having flowers to spare
and in the stack or threshed, it picks
Milk and cream at Capital.
to cover the graves of the vetCity
Put Up In Style When You There will be work in the Master Dairy.
up the scattered grain in the field.
erans in the local cemeteries,
Mason degree at a special meeting of
Say, Fellows, do you want to look The continual demand for pheasants
are requested to leave them not
Montezuma Lodge, A. F. & A. M. this
Appear.
by
farmers
and
orchardists and land
later than 10 a. m. on ThursMembers stylish? Style comes second in mak- owners
evening at eight o'clock.
the world go round and of xnnru
added to that of sportsmen, is
We're Here to Serve You and visiting Masons are cordially in- ing
day, at the G. A. R. hall. The
you all know what is first. Take a steadily bringing this new and profit
Woman's Relief Corps will apvited to be present.
look at Salmon's: v
able industry into prominence.
Well And Fast !
preciate all donations of
Initial
for
Monograms
stenciling maker, 1912 Varsity and new
Prisoners Escaped.
your handkerchiefs, towels, and all model suits. The best ever.
j
Our Speed Makes Many
White engaged in work on the clay
classes of linens. We have yours in
Chamber of Commerce Meeting
bank two "trusties," prisoners of the
stock. W. N. Townsend & Co.
Tomorrow evening at eight o'clock,
Stand Aghast !
state
Bulletins on New Jersey Primaries. an
eluded the vigilance ; Indian Industrial School, Santa Fe,
important meeting of the Cham- of thepenitentiary
few guards placed over them! j New Mexico, May 25, 1912.
Bulletins on the New jersey priber
of
Commerce
is to be held in the. and
This Is The Place For
INFORMAL
escaped.
maries will be posted tonight on the Palace of the
PROPOSALS
They are supposed to
FOR
Governors.
Two new have left the workings about 3 o'clock 'ADOBE SCHOOL PLANTS
New Mexican Bulletin Board.
at Cochiti
factory
mat-propositions,
CHOICE
good roads
j yesterday
afternoon.
IN A HURRY !
A number of and Santa Clara Indian pueblos, and
Warm Weather is coming. Cookins ters
and other items of importance guards under Superintendent Mc.Man-us- , installation
of water and sewer sysby electricity is cheaper than coal. are to be
discussed and acted upon.
were out all night in pursuit, but tems for same
Sparks can prove it. See him.
places, addressed to
Milk and cream at Capital.
so
far
not
have
been able to find a the
City
Girls Join School Gardeners
This
will be
undersigned,
at
Dairy.
tiace of the convicts. The two prison- the office of the Santa received
forenoon, several
the
girls joined
Fe Indian
Lecture By Mrs. Cassidy The free ers at large are: Manuel B. Relies,
school garden force and as a matter
school until 2 o'clock, June 8th, for
of fact put more energy and skill into illustrated lecture by Mrs. Cassidy en- horse thief, serving a two to five years' furnishing the material and labor for
titled "My Experiences Among the sentence and Amado Zamora,
burglar,
Primitive Navajo" will be given at the serving a two to three years' sen- the erection of one adobe schoolhouse.
lecture hall of the Museum in the tence. Both men had been in the pen- with teachers quarters, at Cochiti
and two outbuildings at same p'ace;
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